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Games for up to 12 players are very rare, and 
if they exist they are usually party games 
in which you play in teams. Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag has noticed the problem and 
provided us, with Blood Bound, at long last, 
with a game for 6 to 12 players.

Two hostile vampire clans (The Clan of The 
Beast and the Clan of The Rose) want to sub-
due (eliminate) the leader of the opposing 
clan. This is the only way to win the game; 
should you mistakenly subdue somebody 
else but the opposing leader or even sub-
due a member of your own clan the game is 
won by the opposing clan.

There are nine character cards for each clan. 
You draw a number of cards from each clan 
that is equal to half the number of players, 
shuffle them and deal them face-down to 
players. 

In case of an uneven number of players an 
Inquisitor is introduced into the game - he 
is not a member of a Clan and he has the 

opportunity to win on his own. A very clever 
and well-working solution for groups of un-
even numbers.

Those character cards carry markings for 
information: Besides a gruesome image (by 
the way, all portraits of Heidelberger Ver-
lag employees, made up as vampires) they 
show in the upper left-hand corner the fac-
tual clan affiliation (Beast or Rose) and in the 
upper right hand corner the ranking num-
ber, plus two more affiliation symbols (Clan 
and/or question mark). The ranking number 
of the lowest value marks the current leader 
of the respective clan. 

As you do not know which ranking num-
bers are held by the other members of your 
Clan you do not know if you yourself are 
the leader or nut, unless you hold the card 
with 1 for the ranking number. Even with a 
card showing 2 for its ranking number there 
is still the possibility of #1 being in play. 
Should you hold a card showing 8 or 9 (the 
highest possible values of ranking numbers) 

you can, of course, in case of, for instance, 6 
players, never be the leader.

This ambiguity and suspense alone turns 
Blood Bound into a fantastic game of de-
duction - not only because I do not know 
who are my friends or my enemies, I usually 
do not even know who my own leader is. 
The two additional affiliation symbols that 
I mentioned before are either symbols of 
your own clan or question marks, for which, 
by the way, there are corresponding mark-
ers on the table, as there are also for the 
ranks. Very important, though, there is yet 

another clan symbol in the lower right-
hand corner, which - on eight of nine cards 
- corresponds to the respective Clan affilia-
tion, but not so on one card, the Harlequin, 
on this card the symbol is that of the other 
Clan. The Harlequin - if he is in play - is in 
disguise, so to say, and that becomes very 
important in the next stage of the game.

Now each player picks up his Reference 
Card (on which all characters and their spe-
cial abilities are listed) and which has a gap 

BEAST CLAN VERSUS ROSE CLAN

BLOOD BOUND
FEUD AMONGST VAMPIRES

If you like „Werewolves of Miller‘s Hollow“ then you will 
probably like this deduction game, too, especially as 
nobody is prematurely ousted and relegated to watching 
others play.

Gert Stöckl
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40 Lines for Meeples 
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

Time passes, often unnoticed! Only if there 
is a jubilee to celebrate and as well as time 
to say good bye one realizes that 100 High-
lights Among Games by Hugo Kastner have 
been published. An incomparable number of 
games from all genres and at the same time a 
list of recommendations what should be put 
on your games table,
Well, Hugo Kastner has asked for a break - he 
will be still writing for WIN, but irregularly and 
this we grant him with a big Thank You and all 
good wishes from all editors!
Hardly any other of our writers had his perse-
verance to be ready every month to deliver a 
column; furthermore Hugo Kastner is much 
in demand for publishing books - visit his 
website - he really is a versatile and busy ac-
tivist in the multiverse of games - would we 
had more sharing this passion.
So you find an overview over all 100 High-
lights in this issue, you should give yourself 
the pleasure to play them all, Hugo Kastner 
has tested them for you.
Once again a new year begins with good in-
tentions, if we are good then good games will 
appear in shops all of a sudden!
Have fun!

Do you like our WIN? If yes, please become a 
subscriber! We have a PayPal account, so the 
payment of € 6,00 for an annual subscription 
can be made easily and safely, see also
http://www.gamesjournal.at.
Unser Games companion GAME BY GAME 
2014 is available since SPIEL at Essen: 
http://www.gamescompanion.at 

INFORMATION
Designer: Kalle Krenzer
Artist: Brian Schomburg und Team
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2013
www.heidelbaer.de

Bluff, deduction
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Good for large groups * Very nice deduction 
mechanisms * Rather simple rules, quickly 
explained

Compares to:
All deduction games using role cards, e.g. 
Jäger der Nacht, Der Widerstand, Bang, 
Wooolf, Mayday Mayday

Other editions:
Fantasy Flight, Edge Entertainment

EVALUATION
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PLAYERS:
6-12

AGE:
14+
TIME:
30+

in the bottom right-hand corner, and uses 
it to cover his character card completely - 
the gap now shows the clan symbol in the 
bottom right-hand corner - and shows the 
card to his left neighbor. So now each player 
knows - with rather a high probability - the 
Clan affiliation of his right neighbor, but 
nobody can be sure that he has not been 
shown a Harlequin card at that moment in 
the game. Even the Harlequin himself could 
have seen the Harlequin of the other Clan. 
And this additional ambiguity of course re-
sults, in the further course of the game, to 
some confusing but also to some humor-
ous moments, because if someone already 
attacks a member of his own clan for the 
second time it might be that some players 
“in the know” from the opposing clan are 
hard-put not to laugh outright.

So, how does an attack work? A randomly 
chosen starting player points a cardboard 
knife at another player, by placing it in 
front of him, and thus attacks him. All oth-
ers should make a mental note if the first 
attack is directed at the right neighbor of 
the stating player, because that could be 
a clue about his identity or maybe only a 
good bluff. The attacked player must now 
either reveal one of his two affiliation sym-
bols or his rank, whatever he reveals it must 
be something that has not been revealed 
already in a previous attack. Should the at-
tacked character show at least one ques-
tion mark, this is the preferred information 
to reveal because that does not give away 
too much. But this alone is already a good 
clue, because there are characters that have 
now question marks, for instance the #1 
character in rank only carries clan symbols. 
Should the attacked player reveal his rank 
he automatically activates the special ability 
of this character - so, for instance for rank #1 
the target is instantly switched to the player 
with the highest rank number. Other abili-
ties instantly cause one or two wounds for 
any player or the attacker himself suffers a 
wound, etc.

As long as someone does not have his rank 
on the table for all to see he can at any time 
voluntarily intervene in an attack on any 
other player. This means, that he draws the 
attack upon himself, albeit with the provi-
sion that the other player agrees. Such an 
action could make sense if you know that 
your clan leader has just been attacked and 
would have to reveal his last marker or that 
may even the game might end with a de-
feat. The obvious disadvantage of such an 
intervention is, of course, that you now have 
to reveal your rank yourself.

The player who was attacked last then at-
tacks any other player of his choice. This 

naturally reveals more and more affiliation 
symbols and ranks of players (rank, by the 
way, is a bloody bad choice of term for a 
vampire game) until someone finally dares 
to risk the all-deciding fourth attack, the 
subjugation. Should the attack really target 
the opposing clan leader then all players 
that are members of the Clan to which the 
player who attacked is affiliated have won. 

My conclusion: With the right group of play-
ers this game is a bloody lot of fun, provided 
you manage to assemble at least six players 
at the table. And should then Harlequins 
be in play, the fun is easily doubled. Blood 
Bound is explained relatively quickly and 
also plays relatively fast. A game very rarely 
lasts more than 15 to 20 minutes, depend-
ing on the number of players. If the fun is as 
good when the full complement of twelve 
players is playing, I was unfortunately not 
able to test due to not enough available 
players, but I venture to say that a maximum 
of 10 players would be good, as otherwise it 
just takes too long, because the difference is 
only more attacks to and fro. Larger groups, 
looking for same change from the “Were-
wolves of Miller’s Hollow”, should really take 
a good look at Blood Bound, even despite it 
featuring vampires. þ

Gert Stöckl
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In a game of Sanssouci you try, contracted 
by Emperor Friedrich the Great, to design 
a magnificent garden, in which noblemen 
can feel at ease and at home.
The noblemen should be enticed to prom-
enade in the garden that you created and 
thus provide the reward for your work.
Sanssouci is a very simple placement game, 
in which a player chooses one garden tile 
from those tiles available in a display and 
puts it into his own garden, of course on the 
best possible slot. Then he lets a nobleman 
walk along the garden parts that are already 
laid out and thus tries to win victory points 
in the further course of the game.

The box cover features, in the foreground of 
the picture, two noblemen who take a look 
at a plan for a garden, in the background 
a lot of gardeners are busy with creating a 
garden in beautiful castle grounds.
In the box we find a board, four individual 
gardens for players, 36 noble men, 81 gar-
den tiles, 90 cards and four scoring markers 
as well as four expansion boards.

Each player is given a garden board and 
tasked with creating a most efficient and 
beautiful garden. Cards in the game are 
four victory point cards, nine order cards, 5 
replacement cards, not used in the game, 
and 72 cards for playing.

Garden boards feature nine columns and 
each column has six rows. In the first row of 
each garden there are already garden ob-
jects on show in each of the columns. Those 
Garden objects are also pictured on the gar-
den tiles, there are: Labyrinth, Statue, Pavil-
ion, Figurine, Staircase, Fountain, Rose Bow, 
Spice Snail and Vines. All those tiles must be 
acquired by players and placed into their 
gardens.

In relation to the number of players garden 
tiles are laid out face-down on the eight 
slots provided on the main board. In the 
middle of the board there are 10 slots on 
which you place on garden tile each, but 
open-faced. Those ten slots are divided into 
five colored areas.

At the start each player is given 18 playing 
cards, one victory point card, nine noble-
men and four scoring markers in his chosen 
color. Then the nine order cards are shuffled 
and each player is dealt two such cards face 
down; he looks at them secretly and then 
lays them out face-down.

The order cards show garden objects which 
a player should place in his personal garden.
Each player shuffles his 18 playing cards, 
stacks them face down and then draws the 
top two cards. The victory point card is also 

placed on the table. If you are the active 
player you play one card in your turn: In case 
of a color card the card shows two different 
colors and enables you to take garden tiles 
from the main board that are placed on slots 
that show the two colors of the card. So you 
always have a choice from four garden tiles. 
If the card you played show a garden object 
instead, you can choose a garden tile that 
pictures such a garden object.
 
Should there be no suitable garden tile 
available from the display you can take any 
tile of your choice. Then you place the tile 
in your garden. The color of the slot where 
you took the tile from, determines the row 

in your garden, the object on the tile deter-
mines the column. You must place the new-
ly taken garden tile on the slot correspond-
ing to those coordinates. When the spot is 
already occupied you turn the tile over and 
shows a gardener. This gardener can now 
be placed into the same row, horizontally, or 
the same column, vertically, onto a free slot.

After placing the garden tile or maybe a gar-
dener you can now move one of your noble-
man. You must pay attention to the fact that 
the noblemen can only move across tiles 
that are already placed in your garden. Dur-
ing his movement a nobleman may leave 
the column in which he was placed at the 
start of the game, but at the end of his move 

GARDENS FOR COURTIERS

SANSSOUCI
DESIGN THE EMPEROR‘S GARDEN

The topic has been beautifully implemented, mechanisms 
and components render a neat product that is easy to learn 
and easy to play, ideal for families or casual gamers

Maria Schranz
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS

STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can 
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The 
color accompanying each game title represents the USER 
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number 
of players.  
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to 
10 features of a game.

USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the 
head line)

Kinder: 
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play 
in a guiding function.
Familien: 
Children and parents play together, all have the same 
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:  
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:  
Games with special demands on rules and playing time. 
Especially for game geeks

Please note for the user groups Children, Family and 
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their 
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not 
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore, 
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games 
always depends on your playing partners and your fun 
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 play-
ers or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.

FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a 
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player. 
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding 
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in 
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the 
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted 
preference.

Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present 
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important 
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential

 Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of 
random generator

 Tactics: 
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on 
one move

 Strategy: 
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several 
moves

 Creativity: 
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other 
creative efforts   

 Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory

 Memory: 
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory

 Communication: 
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform

 Interaction: 
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction

 Dexterity
Motor skills

 Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is 
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or 
are included in the game, often even more translations can 
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with language-
dependent components that cannot be played without 
translation or knowledge of the language

he must be back in this column and at least 
one row underneath his starting position. 
A nobleman may also never end his move 
on a slot with a gardener, but he can move 
across slots that are occupied by a gardener 
or another nobleman.
As a nobleman must, at the end of his move, 
be at least one row beneath his previous 
position, it is obvious that a nobleman can 
only be moved up to a maximum of six 
times. Usually it is the case, that he has al-
ready reached the bottom row after two or 
four movements only.
For the movement of a nobleman you al-
ways score a number of victory points equal 
to the number of the row in which the 
nobleman is positioned at the end of his 
movement.

Then the next player does his turn.
When a player has finished his turn, he 
draws the top card from the stack of his 
cards. Before the next player starts his turn, 
you fill the gap on the main garden board 
that was created by the tile you took, with 
a new tile.

The game ends as soon as all players have 
played all their cards and have completed 
all their turns. The game is won by the 
player who acquired most victory points by 
scoring 10 victory points for each complete-
ly filled horizontal row and 5 victory points 
for each completely filled vertical column. 
Then each player scores points for those 
two tiles that he hopefully has managed to 
lay out in his garden, showing the two gar-
den object depicted on the two order cards. 
The victory points for those tiles are equal to 
the number of the row in which you placed 
the tile. SO it would make sense to try and 
place those tiles into row 6 of your garden.

My conclusion: Sanssouci features very 
simple basic rules and is therefore very well 
suited for families. The different garden ob-
jects in connection with colors and cards 
provide a very varied game that definitely 
does not get boring very often.
Of course, it is very rare that the optimum 
garden tile is on display and still available 
for you, but this is a circumstance that all 
players have to cope with during the 18 
rounds of the game. Sometimes your two 
cards in hand force you to take a tile that 
you really do not want at all. In such a case 
it is important to create a good basic situ-
ation for the next rounds, so that you can 
move your noblemen well to earn you vic-
tory points.
For strategists it is important to keep an 
eye on the end of the game, as it is very im-
portant to close gaps in the garden in the 
last rounds, as complete rows and columns 
earn many victory points. 

Sanssouci is a nice simple placement game 
which is easy to learn and that can be 
played very quickly. It is especially suited 
and recommendable to casual gamers, but 
even experienced players can be lured into 
a game and so it can provide an entertain-
ing evening for those playes, too. Due to the 
short playing time and the nice, varied flow 
of the game it usually happens that several 
games are played in a row.

The rules are written very concisely and very 
clear and allow for easy and quick access to 
the game.

Actually, the game offers now new mecha-
nisms as to game technique, but can be rec-
ommended due to the simple play and the 
different elements in the game. The graphic 
design is magnificent and especially the 
garden objects carry across the ambience 
very nicely. It is fun to place those objects 
and to create a beautiful park or garden.

As regards to mechanisms it is an abstract 
placement game with a small element of 
movement, in which the topic was beauti-
fully implemented. þ

Maria Schranz

INFORMATION
Designer: Michael Kiesling
Artist: Harald Lieske
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2013
www.ravensburger.de

Tile placement
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Simple basic rules, very clearly structured 
* Very good family game * Very beautiful, 
attractive design

Compares to:
Der Prestel Schloßgarten

Other editions:
Currently none

EVALUATION
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2-4
AGE:
8+

TIME:
45+
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“al des grâles pflihtgesellen von in vrâgens niht enwellen.“
(“The grail knights did not like to be questioned furthermore.”)
Wolfram von Eschenbach, “Parzival”

The military as well as religious order of the 
“Poor Fellow-Soldiers of Christ and of the 
Temple of Solomon in Jerusalem” (Pauperes 
commilitones Christi templique Salomonici 
Hierosalemitanis), better known to all of us 
under the name of “Knights Templar” or sim-
ply “Templars”, was founded in 1118 or 1119 
in Jerusalem, and disbanded by the pope in 
1312. According to Wikipedia this decision 
was confirmed by the Vatican in 2006 and 
again in 2012. The boardgame “The Mys-
tery of the Templars” is about the growth 
throughout (Western) Europe of this at 
times most powerful of the mediaeval mili-
tary orders, about its withdrawal from the 
Holy Land and eventually about the arrest 
of almost all brethren and superiors in the 
Kingdom of Philip IV of France – then with-
out Burgundy, Alsace, Lorraine and without 
the remaining French parts of the Angevin 
Empire, ruled by the Plantagenet kings of 
England and stretching from Brittany to the 
Pyrenees. The game is also about some of 
the legends and alleged hidden treasures 
of the Knights Templar. Almost all of these 
legends and treasure troves have been in-
vented as late as the XVIIth century and 
later on, though.

In order to get started, first of all you need 
quite a large area for playing. The game 
board by itself measures 72 cm by 104 cm 
(two halves each 72 by 52). Then there are 
stacks of cards (Event Cards, Mission Cards 
…), Player Sheets and also numerous mark-
ers / tokens. After having cleared the game 
area of all obstacles (such as crates, boxes, 
sofa and TV-set) start setting up the game. 
The board gives a simplified map of medi-
aeval Europe (as far North as Scotland, Den-
mark and the Baltic Sea), the Middle East 
and the North of Africa including adjacent 
sea areas. Regions of no significance in the 
game, roughly speaking east of the Vistula 
River and North of the Danube, are used 
for placing decks of action cards. A Victory 
Point Track runs around the board’s corners. 
There are rectangular fields for each of the 
(nine) Provinces, containing storage spaces 
(commanderies, in some cases chapels) 
for players’ tokens and a provincial coat of 
arms to place a marker indicating whether 
the region is already a Templar Province – 

fees for acquisitions in such Provinces are 
lower. Moreover, there are five spaces for 
event cards regulating the transportation of 
goods by land or water (see below).

There are no individual pawns. Instead play-
ers receive 15 wooden seal tokens each (in a 
colour of their choice – blue, green, red, yel-
low – corresponding to their Player Sheet) 
to mark their possessions on the game 
board, since Player Sheets provide only tem-
porary and little storage space. Each player 
gets a small amount of start money and two 
Knight Templar action markers. Finally trea-
sure tokens (money, Novices and artefacts) 
are distributed randomly and face down on 
the city spaces.

After a maximum of fourteen rounds in 
three Periods the Event Card “1307, The Per-
secution” will be revealed and trigger eight 
additional special rounds to the end of the 
game. These final rounds represent the es-
cape of some Knights Templar with parts of 
their fortune. Whoever scores most Victory 
Points (add your money and valuable relics) 
will be the winner.

Rounds are usually divided into five Phas-
es. In Periods I and II at the start of the first 
Phase players secretly choose from their set 
of 5 Knight Templar Cards what Valour to 
invest into the missions they will have to un-
dertake. The cards’ Valour always sums up to 
eight, but each one is divided into two frac-
tions from “7/1” to “4/4”. This will determine 
how much Valour will be spent on each of 
the Missions later on and what rewards can 
be gained. Only when every single one of 
the Knights Templar Cards has been played, 
the entire set is available again. There are 
two Missions to fulfil in each round during 
Periods I and II: Escort (nothing dirty here, 
just protecting pilgrims on their journeys in 
the Holy Land) and Excavation for miracu-
lous relics (e. g. biblical scrolls, the house 
where Jesus’ mother Mary allegedly had 
been born or even the Holy Grail). Players 
now decide, again secretly, whether they 
want to engage in one or both tasks and 
mark this on the corresponding space of the 
Mission Chart with one of their two Knight 
Templar markers: double helmet symbols 
= the total Valour for the selected mission; 
single helmet symbol = the Valour is divided 
according to the Knights Templar Card be-
tween both Missions, the higher value be-

ing spent on the Mission beneath which the 
marker has been placed. During choosing 
of Templar Card and marker, the Mission 
Cards remain face down, which means that 
your decision definitely is pure speculation 
in the very first round at least. Only then the 
Mission Cards are revealed, first the Escort 
Mission, then the Excavation. The Valour 
points of all players involved will be added 
and compared with the number printed on 
the Mission Card. To claim the reward, you 
need to tie or exceed the Mission Card’s 
Valour goal. For the Escort Mission you al-
ways get at least a compensation in money 
and, if successful, an additional reward (for 

some or all Knights on that mission). For the 
Excavation you are awarded victory points 
or (for the knights having employed most 
Valour points) the corresponding artefact. 
The penalty for failure is always a loss of vic-
tory points.

In the second Phase of each round (during 
all three Periods) Goods can be bought and 
sold. Purchases take place in the Holy Land, 
sales wherever there are market places 
(identifiable by a barrel-like icon).

Third Phase is the Event Phase. During all 
periods now the top two cards of the Event 
Cards deck are revealed, and resolved in Pri-
ority order (printed upon the cards). There 
are four types of events: Development – 
new Provinces are formed, Buildings built, 
Donations collected or market values in-
creased; Transport – maritime and caravan 
routes are created and may be used on the 
same round in Phase four; Enemies – brig-
ands, pirates and Saracen warriors appear 
(place appropriate counters) and must be 
fought if encountered; Incidents – historic 
events from the time of the Crusades are 
influencing the game in Periods II and III; as 
soon as the incident “1307, The Persecution” 
is revealed (at any random time in Period 
III), the regular game ends immediately, the 
eight final rounds commence.

The fourth phase is dedicated to transport 
of possessions (and possibly knights). Here 
battles can take place – Templars against pi-
rates, brigands or Saracens. Such fighting is 
decided by comparing the according Attack 
Strength  . Enemies have a basic strength 
(listed on the Event Card) and add the re-
sult of a die throw (1 – 3). Defenders (their 
Attack Strength is given on the respec-
tive Transport Event Card) may strengthen 

THE TRAP IS SPRUNG

THE MYSTERY OF THE TEMPLARS
– MANY QUESTIONS REMAIN, THOUGH

There is much room for improvement in the rules of this 
artistically / graphically well designed game. Even expert 
players should expect a quite long gaming night. The 
random factors ruin pretty much every strategic reflection.

Martina, Martin & Marcus
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their forces by using knight markers. If the 
Enemies succeed, the defenders will lose 
a number of goods (listed on the Enemies 
Event Card). Saracens may also ransack the 
Player Sheets. All Enemies’ loot is returned 
to the general stock. If the defenders fend 
off the attack (tied or higher combat value), 
the Enemies lose one counter. If no enemy 
counter is left, the area is safe again.

The last phase of each round is Resource 
management. Rewards from previous 
phases may now be distributed to the play-
ers’ buildings. Display relics in chapels to 
get more victory points, recruit knights (re-
place novice markers with knight markers) 
or move money between your own com-
manderies. Knight(marker)s may explore 
cities in territories they are both in, meaning 
they may look at (and take) face down trea-
sure tokens. For own seals in territories (out-
side your commanderies), for example be-
cause a transport could not be completed 
in the corresponding phase, maintenance 
must be paid.

As soon as the persecution of the Templars 

by King Philip IV is revealed (Event Card 
Incident “1307”), instead of the regular 
Phases eight rounds of Transport and Re-
source Phases will be played. Each player is 
assigned to a refuge area (Scotland / Edin-
burgh Haven, the State of the Teutonic Or-
der / Marienburg Haven, Cyprus or the Port 
of Tomar in Portugal). Starting in Paris, more 
and more adjacent areas in each round be-
come off-limits for the Knights Templar, they 
are now trying to get as much money and 
artefacts to their assigned asylum. Whoever 
is most successful wins.

Two additional variants – individual skills for 
each player’s Templar faction and individu-
alized enemy Attack Strength – are offered 
in the rulebook, but we were not able to test 
them.

“The Mystery of the Templars” is at first 
glance a strategic resource management 
game, devised by Silvio Negri-Clementi. He 
also created “Ventura” in 2010/2011, pub-
lished with Stratelibri and Fantasy Flight 
Games as well. The rules seem, again at first 
glance, appropriate of a balance between 

gameplay and historic references (more on 
that later). There are some rather great irri-
tations, though. In our opinion, the system 
does not work satisfactorily. Battles – quite 
realistically – and, even if doubtful in their 
historic foundations, “archaeological” exca-
vations, may with some justification be sub-
ject to chance. There is no reason, though, 
that this should also apply to other tasks 
and especially to the territorial expansion of 
the Templars or even Goods Transport. Also, 
the occurrence of the four given Incidents – 
the taking of Jerusalem by Sultan Saladin’s 
troops in 1187, the conquest of Acre under 
Sultan Khalil and his Mameluks in 1291 
and last but not least the raids in France in 
1307 (the fourth incident, the Albigensian 
Crusade 1209 – 1229, had except in various 
modern conspiracy theories no detectable 
effect on the activities of the Templars) – 
may have been rather random. The chrono-
logical order of these incidents was, by any 
means, not accidental. Without the expul-
sion of the Templars from the Holy Land, the 
French king would have had little opportu-
nity to destroy the Order and, moreover, get 
a charter of consent (even if by blackmail) 
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from the Pope, he being legally the only su-
perior authority for these monastic knights. 
Incidents should remain incidents. Those 
may, by all means, include the advent of 
brigands or any other enemy troops. Such 
encounters affect the transport routes con-
siderably anyway. Although the formation 
of new Templar Provinces mainly occurs 
in the first Period, the chance of revealing 
Event Cards more often than not leads to 
the situation that there are transport routes 
open but no-one had had the opportunity 
to get enough goods for transportation and 
selling them on the market places. In fact, 
at the beginning of the game only France is 
open to explore and to sell goods. The so-
lution here could simply be: more events, 
from which a random selection could be 
made during setup. In the first Period, for ex-
ample, more market shifts (although infla-
tion as we see it nowadays was not known 
in the Middle Ages, price fluctuations were) 
and more donations should pop up. During 
the second Period there might well be more 
and stronger Enemies and various Incidents 
that had an impact on the Knights Templar. 
If so, then the last Period could remain un-
touched, especially the sudden revelation 
of the nasty surprise of 1307.

To employ one’s Valour on speculative 
grounds in the first or even second round 
of Missions, when you do not know what 

to expect, seems somehow logical. That you 
are obliged thereafter to play all the remain-
ing Knight Templar Cards before having 
greater choice again, is simply mean.

The rules booklet (and some of the rules 
themselves) would have needed better at-
tention, too. As so often, there is no register 
and no index, not even a table of contents 
this time. Many sections are rather not clear, 
even awkward. We suspect these facts are 
mostly due to the translation, both Ger-
man and English; our understanding of 
the original Italian version is limited). Some 
rules seem contradictory, e. g. about the 
purchase of buildings, transportation or 
actions in Provinces. On the other hand, 
simple and logical things are often unnec-
essarily explained in great detail or even 
repeatedly. These shortcomings are hardly 
mended, neither by the good basic idea 
nor by the beautifully designed game mate-
rial (exceptions: there are typos on some of 
both Relic Markers and Relic Cards; markers 
for Enemies are far too small, actually, they 
are tiny!). 

Some notes on historical accuracy: at least 
they tried! The game makers apologised 
for the map being rather not precise in 
representing some two hundred years of 
European history, which is fair enough. But 
why leave out the areas under control of the 

English crown? During the times the game 
is set in, those amounted to nearly half the 
territory of present-day France. This part 
of the “Angevin Empire”, mainly the Duchy 
of Aquitaine, came under the control of 
the French kings only in the course of the 
Hundred Years’ War (1328/1337 – 1453). 
Moreover, most coats of arms to identify the 
Provinces spring from a vivid imagination or 
from much later times. For example, a coat 
of arms of the German Empire (1871 – 1918) 
is used for the mediaeval Holy Roman Em-
pire. The name used in the game, however, 
is more accurate: Templar Province of Ger-
mania.

The game box provides an additional book-
let of “Historical Notes” about the history of 
the Knights Templar – unfortunately poorly 
translated as well. It is an entertaining mix of 
historical facts, later legends and wild specu-
lations. Books of serious historians like Alain 
Demurger and Jonathan Riley-Smith are 
listed in the bibliography next to pseudo-
historical (although great fun nonetheless) 
works (e. g. “The Holy Blood and the Holy 
Grail”, by M. Baigent, H. Lincoln and R. Leigh, 
published in 1982). Quotes stem from all 
these books, sometimes with a slightly iron-
ic distance. Legends, for example concern-
ing maledictions against king and pope by 
the last Grand Master of the Order, Jacques 
de Molay, when he was executed in 1314 
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BULDING AND PRODUCTION IN THE BAVARIAN FOREST

DIE GLASSTRASSE
GLASS AND BRICKS FOR MANY A BUILDING

A game that is quickly learned, is very varied due to the 
plethora of components and causes quite a few surprises 
due to the high interactive element. Planning ability of 
moves suffers from this interactive play.

Bernhard Czermak

as a relapsed heretic (nothing else could 
be proven against him, but that was good 
enough for the verdict of death by burn-
ing at the stake), and the exclamation by 
the executioner of Louis XVI, “Now thou art 
avenged, Jacques de Molay!”, are also men-
tioned. Both, however, are very likely inven-
tions of the XIXth or even XXth century. Ten 
objects or artefacts (“Relics” in game terms) 
that are often connected with the Templars 
are presented in detail as well. Some of 
these things do actually exist, some of them 
had even been revered by believers, some 
of them, though, derive only from fantasy or 
folklore. There is, however, no evidence for 
an at least halfway serious archaeological 
interest of the monk-knights (or for people 
of mediaeval Europe in general). Even if 
about that time the Emperor Frederick Bar-
barossa claims to have discovered the body 
of semi-mythical emperor Charlemagne 
and King Richard I the Lionheart claimed to 
have found the tomb of King Arthur. Exag-
geration founded on religious calculus in 
the hope of commercially profitable relics; 
do not trust in such claims! þ

Martina & Martin Lhotzky 
Marcus Steinwender

In 2012 the newcomer, publisher Feuer-
land Spiele, made gamers sit up with the 
first published game. Terra Mystica has be-
come a favored hit for experienced frequent 
players. Expectations on the second game, 
published in 2013, were accordingly high, 
especially since the game was a design by 
widely known Uwe Rosenberg. One of the 
characteristics of a game by Uwe Rosen-
berg, this game, too, features a lot of com-
ponents which are only partially used in a 
game and also some mechanisms that are 
characteristic for Uwe Rosenberg games. 
But in contrast to some of his other games 
Die Glasstraße is not entirely predictable, 
unexpected things keep happening and 
the game thrives on its variability. On the 
downside, planning ability suffers from this 
variety, which might reduce the allure of Die 
Glasstraße for some experienced players. In 
any case, the game is not really comparable 
to Terra Mystica.

We find ourselves in the Bavarian Forest, 
Bayrischer Wald, and manufacture glass 
and bricks from various resources, which 
was a flourishing business far into the 20th 
century. Each player has his own board, his 
landscape board, on which he places his 
buildings during the game. At the start the 
board is equipped with three start-up build-
ings and nearly all empty slots are filled with 
landscape tiles like forest, groves, ponds 
and pits. This start-up layout is identical for 
all players at the start of the game.

During all the game, in the various periods 
for building, the goal is to construct/build 
building tiles and collect victory points with 
them. Buildings do not come out of the 
blue, however, they can only be built with 
suitable resources. Luckily, each player can 
hire specialists for this purpose who provide 
him with the necessary resources or make 
the necessary abilities for construction 
available.

The game is divided into four building peri-
ods. Within those building periods buildings 
are offered for construction on a separate 
building board, 12 or 15 of them, depend-
ing on the number of players. All buildings 
in the game are unique, no building is avail-
able several times. All 93 buildings belong 
into one of three different types of build-
ings: Processing buildings for permanent 
use - their owner can use this building to 

process resources, as soon as the processing 
building has been set up. Immediate build-
ings, which score a bonus only at the mo-
ment when they are build; this bonus must 
be used instantly. The third type are bonus 
Buildings which will yield victory points at 
the end of the game. In each building period 
a selection of 4 to 5 buildings of each kind is 
available, this supply is only replenished at 
the start of a building period. When a player 
has built a building by paying the respective 
resources, he puts it onto a free slot on his 
personal board. To have free slots available 
is not a problem in the game as landscape 
tiles of the types Grove, Pit and Pond take 
up one slot each, but can be removed at any 

given time without using up an action. For-
est is the exception, it cannot be removed 
that easily, but must be chopped down to 
serve as payment for a specialist. And wood 
in this game is not a renewable resource, it 
does not grow again!

Buildings that are set up do remain on the 
slot where they were built to the end of 
the game, they cannot be removed or re-
located. While many Processing buildings 
and Immediate Buildings do yield a given, 
fixed number of victory points, the number 
of victory points that can be earned with 
Bonus buildings is always connected to a 
condition.

With very few exceptions, buildings are 
usually constructed from a combination of 
wood, glass, clay and bricks. The simple re-
sources are acquired by making use of spe-
cialists or by processing available resources 
via using the respective processing build-
ing.

The two high-value resources of glass and 
brick cannot be acquired directly from the 
specialists, they need simple resources that 
must be processed. Glass needs five differ-
ent resources - Quartz sand, Wood, Char-
coal, Food and Water, while Brick needs 
three different resources - Clay, Charcoal 
and Food. In analogy to previous games 
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designed by Uwe Rosenberg you make use 
of production wheels in this game, too, to 
administrate your simple and high-value re-
sources. Each player has two such produc-
tion wheels, one for Glass and one for Brick. 
The simple resources are also administrated 
via those two production wheels. When a 
player has collected all simple resources on 
a wheel he must produce the correspond-

ing resource of higher vale and automati-
cally loses the simple resources necessary 
for production of the higher-value one, 
that is, for the production of one Brick you 
automatically lose 1 Clay, 1 Food and and 
1 Charcoal. This mechanism of turning the 
production wheel is one of the central and 
important components of the game. You 
can store up to a maximum of three pieces 

of each kind of resource, Glass and Brick, 
on the respective production wheel at the 
same time.

As mentioned earlier, a player uses his spe-
cialists to acquire resources. Those special-
ists can be found in a deck of cards for each 
placer, a total of 15 specialists. Those spe-
cialists enable a player to acquire resources, 
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build landscape tiles - Pit, Grove or Pond - 
or acquire building tiles. Those specialists 
thus decide the actions that a player can 
do in one building period. Each card offers 
two possible options for action. Frequently, 
specialists demand payment in the guise of 
resources or forest tiles. At the start of each 
period each player chooses five secret cards 
from his total of 15 cards - the remaining ten 
cards are not in play in this specific build-
ing period and are set aside. Then you play 
three rounds in which each player playes 
one of this cards. As you can see from the 
following description, this playing of cards 
is considerable influenced by the actions of 
other players.

So - in each round each player chooses 
the card he wants to play and sets it down, 
backside up. The starting player begins and 
reveals his card. Every other player who has 
this card in his hand must now play this 
card simultaneously to the action of the 
active player, which brings the two options 
for actions into play. Is the active player the 
only player who has this card available, he 
can implement both actions, albeit paying 
only once for the use of the card. If he is not 
alone, every other player who has this card, 
too, can now choose one of the actions, in-
dependently from the choice of other play-
ers. This forced play of cards is restricted to 
a maximum of two cards for each player: If 
a player hat to play one of his cards in hand 
twice, he must not do this again should op-
portunity arise. This guarantees that each 
player can play three cards regularly. There-
fore, should a player have been forced to 
play a hand card twice in the turn of anoth-
er player, he does play all five cards in this 
building period, but has only partial influ-
ence on the order in which he plays them.

During a building period the starting player 
does not change, that is, the same player 
starts all three rounds of cards. Then the 
starting player marker is handed to the next 
player in clockwise direction. In a game of 
four players each player has one complete 
building period in the role of starting player. 
In a game of three players the starting play-
er for the fourth period is the player with 
fewest buildings on his board.

At the end of the building period you re-
plenish the empty slots on the building 
board with new buildings and each player 
takes all specialists back in hand to select 
five cards for the next period.

At the end of the final building period each 
player adds the victory points on the build-
ings he constructed, individual resources 
are also worth some victory points. You win 
if you have most victory points, in case of 

a tie all players involved in the tie win to-
gether.

For calculating victory points from Bonus 
buildings the conditions are given on the 
building tiles. Various conditions are possi-
ble, here are a few examples: The number of 
victory points can relate to the the buildings 
constructed - adjacent ones or certain types 
of buildings; or relate to adjacent identical 
landscape tiles, or to remaining forest tiles, 
or to the amount of glass used for your own 
buildings or to slots that you built over.

Die Glasstraße is an entertaining game, in 
which players are involved permanently in 
what’s going on. The designer also recom-
mends, in case the four building periods are 
over too quickly, to simply add a fifth one. 
This suggestions is a valid one, because you 
really get the impression during the game 
that the time for constructing buildings is 
over too quickly and that you would like to 
go on building after four periods have been 
dealt with. The game also offers a version 
for solitaire play, with a few modifications to 
the rules and the goal to achieve a certain 
number of victory points.

The game is targeted very much at expe-
rienced players, but probably it will not 
appeal to one or the other of those experi-
enced players. One of the main reasons for 
this is probably the unpredictability due to 
the high amount of interactions. Due to the 
forced playing of cards because somebody 
else plays this card your best-laid plans can 
go up in smoke completely and quickly. 
Very often the consequence of such forced 
play is that the card at that moment does 
not yield its full effect, as you might not yet 
have the necessary resources, for example, 
as you would get those by playing another 
card first, as originally intended. Automati-
cally you plan a certain sequence of your 
cards for a given building period, but that 
sequence is often destroyed by other playes. 
Albeit the designer recommending that you 
should consider in your choice which cards 
the other players might play, this is of little 
use if you have to acquire certain resources 
and therefore cannot forfeit to play certain 
cards. There is even a little bit of an impres-
sion that one is played in those periods by 
the other players, because you have no in-
fluence over that mechanism. IF you want to 
put a positive twist on this element you can 
see it as thrilling and challenging to find out 
if your own planning will work out or not.

Yet another imponderability are the build-
ing tiles, which are replenished at the start 
of each building period. As only a small por-
tion of all tiles comes into play, it is no use to 
to plan to build a certain building and hope 

for its appearance on the building board. 
Especially Bonus buildings do only yield 
several victory points, if you structure your 
game accordingly. For them, chance often 
gives you the opportunity to get a valuable 
building, because you happen to have the 
necessary resources and no other player 
grabs the tile before you do in your turn. If 
you have a stroke of luck in acquire a build-
ing yielding lots of victory points in this way 
then you might advance considerably in the 
ranking. Those bonus buildings do fluctuate 
rather extensively in their maximum victory 
point value.

There is one remedy for building selection, 
and that is the Feudal Lord. It is essential 
that you use him, even when this costs the 
price of one card in a building period, as 
the Feudal Lords allows you to take the top 
building from each of the three face-down 
stacks of building tiles. Those buildings are 
then your exclusive stock and can be built 
as buildings from general supply.

Despite all those restriction Die Glasstraße 
is a varied, entertaining game with basically 
simple rules. I would recommend it specifi-
cally if you want to play a game that is high-
ly interactive, but not too strategic. þ

Bernhard Czermak
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In the Baroque Era of board games we 
could take pleasure from many new, sump-
tuous and magnificent game mechanisms: 
Majority scorings, resources management, 
worker placement, deck building for card 
games, and so on, and so one. But the Era 
seems to have ended. Nowadays board 
games essentially only repeat mechanisms 
that are already well-known, in some of the 
better cases still developed further in more 
sophisticated, refined and elegant way - 
have we reached the Rococo Era of board 
games?

In the game of the same name, however, we 
direct a dressmaker’s shop and are meant 
to manufacture pretty clothes for the noble 
ladies and gentlemen at the French Court. 
There will be a big ball held soon and noth-
ing is ready anywhere and there are defi-

ciencies, which means that our dressmaking 
is not sufficient - we are meant to pay the 
musicians, finance the fireworks display at 
midnight and sponsor a fountain and some 
statues for the garden. As a reward for all 
our engagement we of course do not earn 
some commonplace money - now, we are 
happy with a bit of prestige in the guise of 
victory points, which will probably render us 
open for sarcasm all night long

On the (very prettily designed ) board we 
find - among other things - a palace with 
five empty halls; so far, only the musicians 
have arrived and on the roof you can make 
out the fireworks project and the fountains 
and statues in the garden - but all this needs 
to be paid for yet - by us! The currently avail-
able designs for clothes are laid out in a row 

in the guise of tiles. To finish a dress you of 
course need some materials; therefore on 
each of those dress designs or cutting pat-
ters the color and amount of cloth needed is 
given and also if some lace or yarn is need-
ed. So, that of course, entails that we must 
acquire bales of cloth, lace and yarn to swap 
them later on for a corresponding dress. A 
finished dress can then be placed on the 
board in one of the halls and is marked - for 
victory points available later - with a marker 

of its respective owner. The dress tile for 
such a finished dressed is turned over to 
the other side which depicts a nobleman or 
gentlewoman dressed in our design - what 
a surprise!

So far, so well-known and at the moment 
rather unspectacular; within the last few 
years we have probably used most of our 
time at a games table to acquire resources 
on slot X to process them on slot Y or Z to 
yield buildings, machinery, etc., which in the 
end turn into victory points. In this game 
this mechanisms does not work by worker 
placement, but by using cards. When I play 
a card I can use it to acquire resources or raw 
material or make up a dress from them. Al-
beit this being not very original, either, it is 
remarkable that each card basically allows 
each of the six basic actions (similar to Brüg-
ge by Stefan Feld). But there is a very impor-
tant restriction coupled to this playing of 
cards, as the cards each represent a Master, 
a Journeyman or an Apprentice. It is not 
hard to guess that an Apprentice cannot do 
all the actions - you can only send him to ac-
quire materials, to serve as a money-courier 
to finance equipment for the ball (fireworks, 
musicians, statues or fountain) or lay him off 
as fast as you can, because he cannot even 
be used to clean up the workshop. On the 
one hand, to lay off an employee gives you 
some once-only extra income - of course a 
Master would be the most valuable for this, 
too - but on the other hand you would then 
have fewer cards to play with for the rest of 
the game, as deck-building is a central ele-
ment in this game:

All players start with the same five employ-
ee or worker cards and can supplement this 
selection with better colleagues. Such an 
additional hiring of personnel can only be 
done by a Master. So, if only because of this, 
it would not be very clever to use your own 
last remaining Master to get some money, 
not to mention the fact that each laying-off 

APPRENTICES DO NOT MAKE DRESSES

ROKOKO
AT LONG LAST, NO WORKER PLACEMENT!

Rokoko does not offer new or original mechanisms, albeit 
not much demand as regards to rules, but a really nice, 
challenging, neat and positive game and an attractive 
topic. The Brave Little Tailor earns six stars with one Blow!

Harald Schatzl
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costs you one action, too. But if you hire too 
many new workers you have the problem 
here, too, that the hoped-for strong card 
does not turn up fast enough in your own 
hand of cards. After all, replenishing your 
hand by drawing cards does not happen 
randomly; at the start of each round each 
player selects three cards - but! The remain-
ing stack must be used completely before 
you have access to your complete range 
of cards. In addition to this, an employee 
card just acquired can be used in the same 
round.

Besides the actions already mentioned - 
buy cloth, make up a dress, deliver money 
for financing the ball, hire new workers or 
laying off employees - there is as a last and 
sixth action the chance to secure the start-
ing player advantage for next round. This 
results in loss of speed in the current round, 
but is sweetened by money. As the starting 
player you can then choose from the com-
plete and fresh range of resources, dresses 
and more able employees; to balance this, 
early acquisitions of resources and work-
ers are more expensive than those that 
are acquired at a later time. In addition to 
the starting player bonus and laying-off of 
employees, another important source of 
money is the sale of a completed dress; but 
of course, a finished dress that is sold will be 
missed for the scoring of victory points at 
the end.

Well, then - what will earn you victory points 
at the end? Basically, everything. Complet-
ed dresses, a majority of your own dresses 
in one or several of the five halls, being rep-
resented in all five halls, the (co-) financing 
of fireworks, musicians and statues. All the 
same, it is not a random choice what to do 
and on what one should concentrate one’s 
efforts and what one wants to neglect. Even 
some of the worker cards proffer the acqui-
sition of victory points as an exclusive bo-
nus effect. Those extra actions of workers, 
among them also money or other advan-
tages, are of course getting stronger and 
stronger the later the cards are introduced 
into the game. Albeit the number of cards 
and there special functions being known at 
the start of the game, it is not that easy to se-
cure a certain card by directing your game 
play towards it. When cards are allocated to 
the seven rounds of the game each card can 
turn up one round earlier or one round later, 
so that it might be necessary to be starting 
player for two consecutive rounds. If you in-
sist on manufacturing certain combinations 
this will demand a more or less spectacular 
success for your own strategy, or failure, 
maybe, so be on the safe side.

Given this variety of additional abilities and 

effects a little bit less might have been a bit 
more, some of them seem rather superflu-
ous or not very attractive, but it might be 
that one only learns to treasure them by 
playing much more often and much more 
targeted. On the positive side, the symbols 
for the respective bonuses are designed for 
easy understanding; should you need some 
explanation all the same, you find every-
thing quickly and easily on the respective 
Summary sheet. The symbols on the board 
and the rules must be praised too, there are 
really no questions that remain unanswered 
and most of the game is self-explanatory 
and very easily and intuitively understood. 
For example, assisting in financing the foun-
tain is rewarded with regular extra income 
- the rippling of water is thus translated into 
effervescence of money. Or: Master, Jour-
neyman and Apprentice are very concisely 
marked by the different shapes and colors 
of their thimble, and it is also clearly marked 
on the board which thimble, that is, which 
employee, may not implement which ac-
tion.

Only the choice of colors is a bit distracting: 
Four of the five colors for players and the col-
ors of the dresses are red, yellow, blue and 
green. In some situations in the game this 
can be a bit confusing and not very clear. As 
regards to components, the wooden parts 
for lace and yarn are clearly less attractive 
than the design of board and cards. I am also 
a bit disappointed that the flow of events on 
the board is rather static: The board is only 
used for placing the dresses and the respec-
tive ownership markers, and then nothing 
happens there anymore until the final scor-
ing when some noble folks are moved from 
the top floor to the roof terrace to enjoy the 
fireworks - which of course brings us a few 
more victory points. Maybe it would have 
been nice if some of the special effects of 
workers would offer the option to relocate 
some dresses or nobles already placed to 
some other hall.

Interaction among players mostly consists 
of grabbing some resources from under 
other players’ noses, worker cards, and dress 
designs as well as of locations or majorities 
on the board. But usually there are some 
feasible alternatives for a latecomer so that 
the grabbing does not result in too much 
aggression or frustration, and yet it remains 
thrilling to see if you can implement the 
planned and whished-for actions or if you 
should quickly switch tactics to something 
different. In a game for two players there 
is of course a much higher incentive for a 
confrontational and aggressive game play, 
so that the rivalry for majorities can get 
much more decisive here. Due to the simul-
taneous choosing of the three cards at the 

start of each round the down time remains 
within a reasonable length, as you should 
have already considered which actions you 
would like to do next. Only in extreme cas-
es - one player has only four cards left, an-
other has already a dozen cards to choose 
from - you will need to be patient. For the 
complete length of the game six instead 
of seven rounds all in all might have been 
better, but with seven you can succeed with 
long-term strategies.

It is also pleasant to see that all - after a rath-
er short explanation of the rules - can begin 
to play instantly. There is no time-consum-
ing pondering over your first moves, you 
can try out anything to see what’s happen-
ing as there are no penalties, for instance for 
lack of food for workers or anything like that 
punishing your mistakes. Even if you run out 
of money you can always lay off an employ-
ee and need not relinquish all your chances 
for the final scoring. The all in all very nice, 
positive and very neat feeling of game play 
is strengthened by the topic , It might be 
a cliché but the making of dresses and the 
dressing of “dolls” might help to entice fe-
male players to try out a game who usually 
are rather hard to motivate to try games of 
that kind. þ

Harald Schatzl

INFORMATION
Designer: M. Cramer, S. and L. Malz
Artist: M. Menzel, A. Resch
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: eggertspiele / Pegasus 13
www.pegasus.de

Resources management
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Very good rules and symbols * Good graphic 
design * Plays well with two and five players 
* Rather too long with four and five players

Compares to:
Fresko without Worker Placement, Brügge 
for identical actions on cards, Concordia for 
moderate deck building, Pillars of the Earth - better 
worker cards in each round

Other editions:
Arclight, Eagle Games, Filosofia, White 
Goblin Games, Hobbity.eu

EVALUATION
M

y 
ra

ti
ng

:

PLAYERS:
2-5
AGE:

12+
TIME:

120+
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Already presented at Essen 
in 2011 and now realized as 
a crowd funding project via 
Spieleschmiede, 21 Mutinies 
Arrr! Once again takes us into 
the midst of pirates doing their 
usual jobs of drinking rum and 
looting, but this time there is 
also mutiny in the offing.
The captain gives his orders, the 
crew obeys! Or not, and muti-
nies instead! Pirates want loot, 

rum and gold coins for further 
expeditions and, in the long 
run, for prestige among their 
peers. First, the captain chooses 
an action from Raiding on Trade 
routes, Raiding Beyond the 
Trade Routes, Tavern, Black Mar-
ket and Visit the Town; he pays 
for the action and the actions 
yields jewel tiles for prestige 
and gold coins, or treasure tiles 
for bonuses and rum. Then play-

ers can pay and use the action 
chosen by the captain. If you 
do not want to do this, you can 
choose a cabin action or mutiny! 
Cabin actions earn you prestige 
or gold coins. When all have 
chosen the actions are resolved 
in order. In case of a mutiny the 
player who paid most for his 
chosen action spot will be the 
new captain. The order of play 
also changes and the new cap-
tain draws a mutiny card and 
resolves it. When the last mu-
tiny card is drawn or the jewel 
markers have been used up for 
the second time, the game ends 
after a final round and you win 
with most prestige.
A nice game, featuring a mix 
of familiar mechanisms, for 
instance taking over chosen 
actions, but pirate games are 
always well-liked, this one here 
probably most by families with 
a bit of experience in game play; 
21 Mutinies plays smoothly and 
access to the game is rather 
easy. þ

21 MUTINIES
ARRR! EDITION

INFORMATION

Designer: Perepau Llistosella
Artist: Carrascosa, Nieto, Soto
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Asylum Games 2013
www.asylumgameseditorial.com

PLAYERS:
2-5

AGE:
10+

TIME:
45+

EVALUATION
Pirates, choosing actions
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Harmonious components * 
Smooth game play * Stan-
dard topic and standard 
mechanisms

Compares to:
San Juan and many others 
for copying actions, all pirate games 
for loot

Other editions:
Currently none

Each player represents an Alien 
race building a space station for 
the intergalactic alliance: You 
draft location cards and place 
them in an optimum way into 
your own playing area. If you 
built the most efficient space 
station after four years, you win 
the game. Each round of the 
non-aggressive game repre-
sents a year. For each turn you 
choose one of your six cards, 

place it face-down and hand 
on the others. Then cards are re-
vealed and you can either build 
the card, build a power reactor 
or discard the card and take 3 
Credits. You can only build ad-
jacent to locations already built, 
pay the cost and resolve even-
tual effects.
Eight years after the Purge the 
Alliance is still fragile and all rac-
es deploy ambassadors to stabi-

lize the situation. The Ambassa-
dors expansions introduces new 
options: First, 48 ambassador 
cards, three of them are always 
on display. You invite ambassa-
dors, pay the cost, place them 
in one of your five bureaus and 
implement the special effect. 
There are new location cards 
and there are timing rules for 
implementing the chosen cards 
in a turn. The Ambassadors 
expansion also includes some 
variants: A variant for the two-
player game, a Location Card 
variant, a variant with revealing 
Special Location cards and also 
a variant to change the timing 
rules. This is supplemented by a 
new Alien race, the Exodai, and 
four new objectives.
The Ambassadors expansions 
enhances interaction among 
players, provides new options 
with the locations and all in all 
is even more tactical, albeit with 
a longer down-time. If you have 
the core game, you will love and 
need The Ambassadors. þ

AMONG THE STARS
THE AMBASSADORS

INFORMATION

Designer: Bagiartakis, Zinoviadis
Artist: A. Papantoniou, G. Vargia
Price: ca. 24 Euro
Publisher: Artipia Games 2013
www.artiiagames.com

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
12+

TIME:
30+

EVALUATION
Card drafting, card place-
ment
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Good new options for a 
good game * More intense 
interaction * Longer down-
times

Compares to:
7 Wonders and other games using 
card drafting

Other editions:
Currently none
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Double-sided cards feature five 
words on each sides; words on 
one side are anagrams of those 
on the other side. Cards feature 
words of five to eight letters; 
words on one cards always have 
the same number of letters and 
are printed in different colors. 
Words can be adjectives, nouns 
in the singular and verbs in the 
infinitive. 
Players form two teams and 

face each other across the table; 
players then choose a color for 
the words they want to use and 
then the first card is drawn and 
placed in its holder on the table, 
between teams, each team is 
only allowed to see one side of 
the card. 
Now each team tries to quickly 
figure out the anagram for the 
word in the chosen color on the 
card, you can give any number of 

guesses. For instance, if orange 
was chosen and the team sees 
“Opéra” it should quickly guess 
at and call out Apéro, in analogy 
the other team sees Apéro and 
should guess Opéra. When after 
a reasonable amount of time no 
correct was given, both teams 
give a clue to the other team, 
which can be either the first let-
ter or a definition for the word. 
The first team to name the cor-
rect word of the chosen color 
on the other side, wins the card. 
The first team with seven cards 
wins the round, the team to win 
two rounds wins the game. If 
the word is named simultane-
ously by both teams, the card 
is a bonus for the winner of the 
next card.
Vocabulary, creativity - if you 
want to practice French by play-
ing you should take a good look 
at this game; the idea itself is 
original and yet another exam-
ple for the creative and attrac-
tive kind of games that Cocktail 
Games provides for the genre of 
word games. þ

ANAGRAMME
MERCI - CRIME

INFORMATION

Designer: Pascal Thoniel
Artist: Studio Tomso
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Cocktail Games 2013
www.cocktailgames.com

PLAYERS:
2-6

AGE:
12+

TIME:
20+

EVALUATION
Words
Users: With friends
Version: fr
Rules: en fr
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Interesting, creative mecha-
nism * Good practice for 
French vocabulary * Good 
knowledge of French is 
necessary

Compares to:
First game of this kind, basically all 
games on words

Other editions:
Currently none

2020 in the Atacama Desert - 
gold, silver and copper have 
been found. To mine those re-
sources drilling rigs are set up 
and mining concessions are 
limited. A playing area of nine 
square tiles is laid out according 
to parameters, each player takes 
one mining concession and 
places it, also according to given 
parameters, next to one side of 
the board. Each mining conces-

sion is only valid for two of the 
three resources.
Each player has 14 drilling rigs 
and players alternate to place 
one rig, never orthogonally 
adjacent to other rigs. When 
both have placed all their rigs, 
the game is scored - one player 
scores rows, the other columns, 
but only those that contain at 
least four rigs - a rig thus always 
is scored for both players. Each 

drilling rig on a resources spot 
for which you own a mining 
concession scores one point, 
each rig on a spot for which 
you have no mining concession 
loses you 1 point.
A variant is played with buying 
a mining concession in a turn of 
your choice: You always place 
three parts of the board and 
each player places three rigs; if 
you are first to buy a concession 
you pay one rig for it, so you can 
place one less, the other player 
gets the second concession for 
free.
In the tactical version you play 
with three towers of another 
color for double points. In a 
game for four players you use 
the back side of the mining con-
cessions, and two players score 
rows and two score columns, 
you place 7 rigs.
Nice, cute and very tactical; it 
is an advantage to know the 
game, as the board parts are 
always placed in the same way. 
The game works for four players, 
but is better and much more in-
teresting when played by two 
players! þ

ATACAMA
RESOURCES BENEATH THE DESERT SAND

INFORMATION

Designer: Martin Schlegel
Artist: Christian Opperer
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Mücke Spiele 2013
www.muecke-spiele.de

PLAYERS:
2, 4

AGE:
10+

TIME:
30+

EVALUATION
Placement
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Edition Bohrturm * 
Minimalistis rules * Abstract 
despite the topic * Attrac-
tive components * Variants 
given

Compares to:
Placement games with neighbor-
hood rules

Other editions:
Currently none
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Players are magicians who have 
a number of spells at their com-
mand. In an arena they bet on 
monsters fighting there and use 
spells to assist those monsters 
they did bet on. But there are 
judges who do not allow all of 
the spells, so sometimes a spell 
rebounds on the magician.
The game is played in three 
rounds. At the start of round 
you draw cards from the spell 

deck, 5-8, depending on the 
number of players. Five cards 
are drawn from the fighter deck 
and laid out, as is one card from 
the Judge deck. Then you place 
betting cards and can win dou-
ble stake for one card placed, 
fighter value for two cards and 
half the fighter value for three 
cards bet.
Then you use cards from your 
hand to influence fighters 

to ensure your winning your 
bet: To “Enchant” a fighter you 
place a card face-down next to 
the fighter; “Direct” spells on a 
fighter are placed open-faced. 
“Support” spells can have a wide 
variety of effects and those ef-
fects are, in most cases, resolved 
immediately and the card is 
then discarded. This placing of 
cards continues until all players 
have passed. Then the Judge 
decides in case his Mana limit 
was topped by a fighter: Either 
all spells on this fighter are re-
moved or the fighter himself 
is ousted from the round. Then 
fighting powers are compared, 
the strongest fighter wins and 
all those who did bet on him, 
win their bets.
Cheaty Mages is a good game 
of card comparison where bluff-
ing and guessing at spells cast 
by others are a lot of fun. The 
option to bribe the judge in the 
last round is a nice feature and 
the game is a lot more tactical 
than you would suppose at first 
glance! þ

CHEATY MAGE
MONSTER DUELS INFLUENCED BY SPELLS

INFORMATION

Designer: Seiji Kanai
Artist: Noboru Sugiura
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Alderac Entertainment 13
www.alderac.com

PLAYERS:
3-6

AGE:
12+

TIME:
45+

EVALUATION
Cards, value comparison
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en jp
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
New edition * First edition 
2008 Kanai Factory * 
Unusual design * Bets are 
made without stakes

Compares to:
Card games with value 
comparison, Mage Wars for topic

Other editions:
Kanai Factory

A city has been newly founded. 
As a member of the city council 
city you must keep down envi-
ronment pollution, fight crime, 
create work and keep the bud-
get within limits, because oth-
erwise there is the danger that 
the government will intervene, 
take over the town and that all 
players lose the game together. 
But you must also win support 
= victory points from political 

groups by doing them small fa-
vors, as you will win the game 
and become Mayor of the town 
with most victory points.
One round comprises the phas-
es of Committee, City Council, 
Production, Monitoring and, 
finally, Turn End and Replenish-
ing. In the Committee Phase the 
Chairman of the Election Com-
mittee determines which player 
will chair which committee and 

then the corresponding actions 
are resolved. Then you propose 
plans and projects in the City 
Council phase and vote on them 
and you implement plans that 
were approved. The next steps 
are activating of buildings and 
areas, unemployment is dealt 
with and other actions are im-
plemented, all according to very 
detailed rules. Then you moni-
tor the implications and conse-
quences for the city, which can 
result in gain or loss of popula-
tion/workers. When someone 
has acquired 11 VP you win at 
the end of the round with most 
VP. Should at any time all crime 
and pollution markers be on the 
board the city is closed down by 
the government.
City Council offers a worker 
placement game that demands 
exact planning and offers an 
enormous amount of interac-
tion. In some phases it turns into 
a pure negotiation game when 
each one tries to correlate his 
own interests, the interests of 
lobbies approaching him and 
the welfare of the town neces-
sary for all to win the game. þ

CITY COUNCIL
COMMITTEES, PLANNING, VOTING

INFORMATION

Designer: Elad Goldsteen
Artist: Giota Vorgia
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Golden Egg Games 13
www.goldenegggames.com

PLAYERS:
2-5

AGE:
12+

TIME:
60+

EVALUATION
Worker placement
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Extremely interactive * 
Some details not “pol-
ished” * Chance element 
introduced by cards can 
interfere * All in all a well-
working urban develop-
ment simulation

Compares to:
All urban building/planning games

Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOUtDER NATUR AUF DER SPUR / DIE WERWÖLFE VON DÜSTERWALD

Three game modes on knowl-
edge of nature and animal 
tracks use picture tiles, which 
show on the front side either 
in one half the front part of an 
animal and in the other half the 
back part of an animal together 
with the animal’s track or in one 
half a tree and in the other half 
the leaves and fruit of the tree. 
On the backsides of the tiles you 
can find either the complete 

animal and its track or the fruits 
and leaves of the tree, always 
separate in the two halves of the 
tile.
In Version 1 - Spurensuche for 
2-4 players, ages 4+, you should 
assign all animals tracks to the 
correct animals before the night 
image appears in the spinner 
disc. If you achieve this, all have 
won together. Front parts of ani-
mals are on display and you turn 

over a back side with track and 
assign it to the correct animal. In 
case of a mistake the spinner is 
turned one spot. 
Version 2 - Profi-Spurensuche 
for 2-4 players, ages 5: In analo-
gy to Version 1 you now display 
the tile sides showing the com-
plete animal, now tracks must 
be assigned without the help of 
a body part, again before night 
falls. 
Version 3 - Entdeckungsjagd 
for 3-6 players, ages 5+: All tiles 
are spread out face-down. One 
tile is turned up and all search 
for the corresponding image 
on the game board; whoever 
is first to find the correct image 
is given the card. If garbage is 
revealed you need to grab the 
garbage card and keep it. When 
all cards have been taken you 
win with most cards.
A very beautiful game, a very 
informative game, and also a 
game for all the family - because 
it is fun for adults, too, to find 
out what tracks are made by a 
toad or a hedgehog or how a 
leaf from a lime tree differs from 
that of a hazel tree. þ

DER NATUR AUF DER SPUR
ANIMAL TRACKS, TREES AND FRUITS

INFORMATION

Designer: Klaus Kreowski
Artist: Rudolf Farkas, Beehive
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2014
www.ravensburger.de

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
4-8

TIME:
20+

EVALUATION
Educational, animals, trees
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no

Comments: 
New game, not a new 
edition of the predeces-
sor of the same name * In 
general for 2-4 players, one 
version allows 3-6 players 
* Very beautiful images * 
Rules include information on animals 
and plants

Compares to:
All educational games with fact al-
location using images

Other editions:
Currently none

Each night werewolves enter 
the village and take an inmate, 
the village population must put 
up a fight. Aim of the game for 
each faction is to eliminate the 
other while hiding personal 
identities and affiliations. You 
are a villager or a werewolf and 
have special abilities connected 
to your character. The game 
master directs the game, with 
everybody sitting in a circle, 

eyes closed and head down. 
The game master calls charac-
ters; if called you may open your 
eyes and act according to the 
abilities of your character. It is 
especially important not to give 
away your character by noises 
during your own action. At the 
end of the round the victim of 
the werewolves is eliminated 
and all players discuss possible 
werewolf identities; werewolves 

can try to divert suspicion with-
out giving themselves away.
In the “Characters” expansion 
the rumors and the howling in 
the woods begin again after a 
period of quiet, peace and re-
generations. Characters from all 
over the land assemble to con-
front the pest; again each group 
wants to eliminate the other 
faction while disguising its own 
identity. New characters are The 
Pure Soul, Two Sisters, Three 
Brothers, Angel, The Stuttering 
Judge, The Knight of the Rusty 
Sword, Jester and Devoted Maid 
as defenders of the village, Fox 
and Bear Leader with super-
natural abilities to sense were-
wolves and The Embittered Old 
Man, The Wild Child, Wolfhound, 
White Werewolf, Big Bad Wolf 
and the Primordial Wolf as foes 
of the villagers. The expansion 
lives up to its title, characters are 
complex and must be guided 
and played carefully, providing 
magnificent new elements for 
this game of discussion and de-
duction. þ

DIE WERWÖLFE VON DÜSTERWALD
CHARAKTERE

INFORMATION

Designer: Pallieres, Marly
Artist: M. & C. Deschamps
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Lui-même 2013
www.asmodee.de

PLAYERS:
8-28

AGE:
10+

TIME:
var.

EVALUATION
Deduction, communication
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr nl
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Can be combined with the 
core game, but not with 
the Village edition * Rules 
suggest combinations of 
characters * Complex new 
characters, should not be 
added all at once

Compares to:
Basic game and its variants, also 
Ultimate Werewolf, Wolfmond, Lupus 
in Tabula

Other editions:
999 Games, English, Spanish and 
French editions from Lui-même
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75 cards are each divided into 
nine squares; the middle square 
always shows the word “Duco” 
on different colors; the other 
eight squares feature icons of 
geometric shapes in varying 
colors.
Nine cards are laid out in the 
shape of a cross and each player 
in his turn draws a card from the 
stack and places it next to one 
already in the display so that 

icons on adjacent edges corre-
spond either in shape or color or 
both. You can rotate a card but 
the edges must be aligned 1:1, 
there can be no staggering of 
card positions. For each turn you 
note the points you score: one 
point for correlation of icons in 
shape or color, two points when 
both shape and color corre-
spond in two adjacent squares 
on the cards. “2x” on an icon 

doubles the points; icons in rain-
bow coloring a jokers for all col-
ors and icons that are combina-
tions for square, triangle, moon 
and circle shapes serve as jokers 
for all shapes. When the display 
is filled to form a rectangle or 
a square you draw four cards 
from the stack and place them 
in the middle of each side of the 
square or rectangle so that ad-
ditional opportunities to place 
cards are created. At the end of 
the round in which a player tops 
50 points, you win with most 
points. 
In variants you can, for instance, 
rotate a card within the display 
or, instead of drawing a card, 
you choose one from a display 
of five cards, or you can place 
cards staggered.
A visually very attractive game 
with a well-working new inter-
pretation of familiar standard 
mechanisms. You rather depend 
on the luck of the draw, the “2x” 
icons are the deciding factors in 
the game. A fast, simple game of 
high replay value. þ

DUCO
SYMBOLS AND PATTERNS

INFORMATION

Designer: Henrik Larsson
Artist: Henrik Larsson
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Goty Games 2013
www.ducogame.com

PLAYERS:
1-5

AGE:
6+

TIME:
30+

EVALUATION
Placement, pattern cor-
relation
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de dk en es fi fr it se no
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Very nice design * Each 
card is unique * Lots of 
variations due to rule 
variants

Compares to:
Continuo and other games with 
correlations in colors, symbols or 
patterns

Other editions:
Currently none

You embody a hero, first in his 
novice stage and later as an 
experienced adventurer; one 
player in turn is active adventur-
er, his left neighbor is Dungeon 
Master. You roll seven dice for 
companions or scrolls, the Dun-
geon Master rolls a number of 
Dungeon dice in relation to the 
current dungeon level.
An adventurer’s turn comprises 
1) Fight monsters - use active 

dice only; used dice go to the 
cemetery and dice effects are 
implemented. Scrolls can be 
used to re-roll dice, you can acti-
vate hero abilities - the Ultimate 
Ability only once per adven-
ture - and defeat monsters us-
ing warriors, priests, magicians 
or champions on companion 
dice. 2) Plunder Phase - you use 
a thief to open chests or con-
sume potions upon discarding 

a companion to get dice back. 
3) Dragon phase - if there are 
three dragon symbols on dun-
geon dice you need to fight the 
dragon using three different 
companions, you can use trea-
sures representing companions. 
4) Regrouping phase - the ad-
venturer retires (10 experience 
points) or returns to the tavern 
(experience points = dungeon 
level) or tries the next level us-
ing remaining dice. If you do not 
defeat all monsters of a level you 
must flee with zero experience. 
After three adventures for each 
player you win with most expe-
rience from adventures and un-
used treasures.
A multiple solitaire game, there 
is no interaction but the ten-
sion if someone succeeds at the 
current level and a bit of gloat-
ing when he does not. Core of 
the game is an optimum use of 
companion abilities, use of trea-
sures and special abilities of he-
roes to supplement the remain-
ing dice which are very scarce in 
advanced levels. þ

DUNGEON ROLL
SEVEN COMPANIONS FIGHTING MONSTERS  
AND DRAGONS

INFORMATION

Designer: Chris Darden
Artist: Rob Lundy, Eric J. Carter
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus 2013
www.pegasus.de

PLAYERS:
1-4

AGE:
8+

TIME:
30+

EVALUATION
Dice, dungeon
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no

Comments: 
For any number of players, 
regulated only by the down 
time for your next turn * 
Good game, unfortunately 
very badly written rules * 
Good mix of luck and tactic

Compares to:
All games using dice to equalize 
other dice, Can’t Stop for risk or 
continuing

Other editions:
Tasty Minstrel Games
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PLAYED FOR YOUtFAMILY FARM / FULL MOON

The game features 18 farm 
boards in three color-marked 
sets, plus 36 cards each show-
ing two images of farm items. 
Each board shows buildings, 
a river and some trees which 
are arranged in the same way 
in each set of six boards. Those 
images are supplemented by 
twelve more items that vary on 
each board within a set and can 
be animals, plants, farm items or 

farm inmates. Each player is giv-
en between seven and twelve 
cards, depending on the num-
ber of players, shuffles them and 
stacks them face-down. One set 
of boards is chosen und each 
player is given a board. Then you 
take the top card of your stack, 
put it in the middle and turn it 
over. If you see one of the im-
ages shown on the card on your 
board, you try to grab the card 

and get it if you are fastest! But 
take care! You must place the 
hand you want to use on the 
table - the active player must 
use the hand he did not use to 
turn over the card. If you touch 
the card you must take it, even 
if you realize that you made a 
mistake. Whoever took the card 
must then turn up one of his 
cards next.
When someone has used up 
his entire card stack, all players 
check their cards if they really 
do show at least one item that 
is depicted on their boards and 
score one chip for each correctly 
taken card and discard one 
chip for each wrong card. After 
rounds Two and Three with the 
other two color sets of boards 
you win with most chips.
Family Farm is a simple spot-
ting game, featuring a standard 
topic for children. Images are 
nicely chosen, according to the 
targeted age group, all in all the 
game offers a good training for 
image or pattern recognition 
and fast reactions. þ

FAMILY FARM
DOES MY FARM SHOW A TROUGH?

INFORMATION

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Artist: Rossana Nardo
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2013
www.piatnik.com

PLAYERS:
2-5

AGE:
4+

TIME:
15+

EVALUATION
Spotting, reaction
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl tr
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Special rules for 2 players 
* Nice selection of im-
ages * Objects are easily 
recognized

Compares to:
All spotting games needing 
reactions

Other editions:
Currently none

Full Moon and howling wolf 
packs - if you can align four 
wolves of different colors in a 
column = pack, you will win the 
Full Moon and the game. The 
components comprise three 
wolves each in four colors, there 
is one wolf each showing one, 
two or three paws in each of the 
colors. All wolves are set out in 
a row, all heads to one side. One 
player sits at the “head” side of 

the row of wolves, the other 
player at the “foot” side. The 
starting player must choose a 
one-paw wolf. In a turn a wolf is 
chosen and moved by as many 
positions as it shows paws, on 
the side of the active player, 
above or below the starting row 
accordingly, and to the left or 
right of its original position, ac-
cording to the player’s choice. 
More than one wolf in a column 

are called a pack. When a wolf 
was moved you place the moon 
tile above or below the column 
that holds the wolf just moved. 
The next player must move a 
wolf of the same color or show-
ing as many paws as the wolf 
next to which the moon tile 
was placed. Wolves are always 
placed at the side of the active 
player. You are only allowed 
to move the outmost wolf in 
a pack, none from within the 
pack, but you may move the 
whole pack! A pack can never 
hold two wolves of the same 
color. If you cannot execute a 
move that is predefined by the 
moon tile, you must pass your 
turn and the other player can 
move any wolf of his choice.
Neat, small, elegant and chal-
lenging, as are the other games 
of this series, a well-working 
variant of the x-in-a-row mecha-
nism. If you are able to visualize 
several moves and their results 
in advance you have a definite 
advantage, especially if you can 
thus force an unfeasible move 
on your opponent. þ

FULL MOON
WOLVES HOWLING IN A PACK

INFORMATION

Designer: Claude Leroy
Artist: Cyril Bouquet
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Jactalea 2013
www.blueorangegames.eu

PLAYERS:
2

AGE:
8+

TIME:
10+

EVALUATION
placement, row formation
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Row formation with a topic 
* Abstract game despite 
topic * Challenging place-
ment rules * Blue Orange 
Edition announced

Compares to:
All games featuring x in a row, Okiya 
for previous piece placed setting rules 
for next piece to be placed

Other editions:
Currently none
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Each player represents a corpo-
ration producing electricity in 
power stations and powering 
cities via an electricity network. 
During the game you  auction 
for power stations and buy re-
sources for electricity produc-
tion while expanding the net-
work to power up more cities. A 
round has 5 phases: Determine 
sequence of play, buy power 
stations, buy resources, build-

ing and bureaucracy, which 
comprises earning money, new 
power stations and new re-
sources for the market. If a play-
er has connected a minimum of 
20 cities in phase 4, the player 
with the most connected cities 
wins. 
For the expansion Australien 
/ Indischer Subkontinent the 
basic rules of Funkenschlag ap-
ply with the listed changes; re-

sources are available according 
to special tables.
Australia: No countrywide-
connected power grid, only in 
the South there are connected 
cities - so you can connect all 
cities for a lump sum. Uranium 
is not used for energy produc-
tion but is mined and sold to 
other countries. Atomic power 
stations are uranium mines and 
do count towards the power 
plant limit, income is paid out in 
Phase 5.
Indian Subcontinent: If more 
than two cities per player are 
connected to the grid in a 
round, there are power black-
outs and less income in Phase 
5. The resources market is lim-
ited, too, you can only buy one 
resource in turn until all have 
passed. Garbage power plants 
burn animal waste with with 
a lower efficiency factor and 
therefore always need +1 gar-
bage to produce electricity, but 
cannot store more garbage.
A very good expansion again, 
and this time especially interest-
ing due to the mechanism of 
mining and selling uranium. þ

FUNKENSCHLAG
AUSTRALIEN / INDISCHER SUBKONTINENT

INFORMATION

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Artist: Maura Kalusky
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: 2F-Spiele 2013
www.2f-spiele.de

PLAYERS:
2-6

AGE:
12+

TIME:
90+

EVALUATION
Development game with 
economics topic
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es nl
In-game text: no

Comments: 
9th expansion with boards 
* Needs core game to play 
* Shrink-wrapped board 
with rules sheet * Special 
resources tables

Compares to:
Funkenschlag and all other expan-
sions

Other editions:
Rio Grande USA, Edge Entertainment, 
Spain, 999 Games, Holland

Once again, we are more or less 
crazy inventors and are tasked 
with making the most crazy and 
most appreciated inventions. 
For this we use item cards and 
attribute cards for the inven-
tions and point chips for voting 
to show cards and, finally, voting 
cards to indicate what you think 
of your competitors’ inventions! 
Every player draws three item 
cards and three attribute cards - 

you also fill up your hand to this 
number of cards at the start of a 
round - and can then, but only 
once in the game, discard all 
your cards and draw a new set. 
Then you make an invention by 
selecting any number of cards 
from your hand and laying them 
out face-down.
Then each player in turn pres-
ents his invention as creatively, 
persuasively and effectively as 

possible and displays the card 
used for it. Other players can 
make comments, but cannot 
interrupt or disturb a presenta-
tion. Texts on cards can be used 
or ignored, as you like!
When all inventions of the round 
have been presented one player 
counts down from three and 
you point at the player whose 
invention you like well enough 
to buy. And of course you can 
never point at yourself because 
your inflatable, perforated veg-
etables sell themselves without 
support! Each player who has a 
finger pointed at himself gets a 
chip as does the player who was 
selected most often. Depending 
on the number of players you 
play between four and seven 
rounds and win with most point 
chips.
The cards themselves are not 
important, you only need to 
sell your invention convincingly, 
because naturally all have been 
waiting a long time already for 
de pedal-driven ecological but-
ler! þ

GEILE IDEE
VIBRATING, BULLET-PROOF ICE CUBES

INFORMATION

Designer: James Ernest
Artist: Stéphane Boutin
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2013
www.heidelbaer.de

PLAYERS:
3-6

AGE:
13+

TIME:
25+

EVALUATION
Card game
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Crazy objects out of 
combining standard items 
* Presentation more impor-
tant than the objects * Nice 
party game for creative 
sales talents

Compares to:
Ein solches Ding and other games 
featuring silly objects

Other editions:
English and French editions at 
Funforge
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PLAYED FOR YOUtGHOOOST! / GLOBAL MOGUL

You must get rid of the ghosts 
in your haunted mansion by 
getting of all your cards. There 
are four ghosts each of values 
1 to 14, plus for X ghosts and 
two “kitties”. You begin with four 
ghosts in hand, and, depend-
ing on the number of players, 
12-4 face-down cards, stacked 
for you mansion; the rest of the 
cards is stacked for the Crypt. 
You play a card open-faced to 

the cemetery = box lid - equal-
ing or surpassing the value of 
the top card in the cemetery 
- or draw the top Crypt card. If 
you can play it you do so and 
the turn ends; if not, you take 
all ghosts from the cemetery 
in hand. You always replenish 
your hand to four cards from the 
Crypt, if you end up with less 
than four cards. When the Crypt 
is empty, it is past midnight and 

the rules change: you still play 
ghosts to the cemetery or take 
all cards from there, if you have 
no suitable cards in hand, but 
don’t draw cards. If you have no 
card in hand, you play the top 
one from your mansion. Ghosts 
1, 3, 9, 11, 12, X and Kitty have 
special abilities influencing the 
course of the game. You can also 
play two or three identical, suit-
able cards and earn a second 
turn; four cards can be played 
on any card, in doing so you 
discard all cards from the cem-
etery and have another turn. If 
you are out of cards, you leave 
the game; the last one in play 
has lost.
Ghooost! is a nice card game, 
but no sophisticated, typical 
Garfield game; it is basically 
simple, but not easy to access 
for beginners due to the special 
card abilities; in the second part 
it is very chance-driven due to 
the face-down cards in the man-
sion; multiple cards played and 
second turns introduce a bit of 
tactics. þ

GHOOOST!
CHASE AWAY GHOSTS WITH GHOSTS

INFORMATION

Designer: Richard Garfield
Artist: D. Chappuis, I. Polouchine
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: iello 2013
www.iello.info

PLAYERS:
2-6

AGE:
8+

TIME:
15+

EVALUATION
Card shedding
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: cz de en it jp
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Reminds one of Uno * 
Basically simple, but a bit 
confusing at the start * 
All in all nice family game, 
rather chance-driven

Compares to:
Uno and other card shedding games

Other editions:
Giochi Uniti, Heidelberger, Hobby 
Japan, Mindok

Economics in the 90ties of the 
last century. You expand your 
economics imperium by using 
agents to invest in markets for 
resources and to earn victory 
points for market that you con-
trol. Resources acquired from 
markets are used to meet con-
tracts, those contracts in turn 
earn you money and victory 
points; companies that you ac-
quire provide qualifications.

In each round all players in turn 
use one action until the number 
of available actions and agents 
- 3-6 actions, 18-27 agents, de-
pending on the variant - is de-
pleted; you can only choose any 
given action once in a round. 
Available options are invest-
ments, contracts, companies, 
production, resources market, 
venture capital, subsidies or 
market research.

Rules offer an introductory or 
learning game and a standard 
game, as well as rules for a game 
for 2 players. In the standard 
game auctions for companies 
and government contracts are 
added, as are additional action. 
After six rounds a final scoring 
is done: You score victory points 
according to a market card for 
controlling a market, three VP 
for a majority of markers in a 
region and also three VPs for 
controlling the region with most 
markets, and VPs are also award-
ed for completed contracts, for 
companies, most types of com-
panies as well as venture capital 
and money, and you win if you 
have most victory points.
The mechanism of resources 
management suggests the 
topic of global markets, a rather 
dry topic, as is the game; but 
the flow of the game is good 
and interesting without much 
down time, and the minimalistic 
design boils down to personal 
preferences, as does the topic in 
general. þ

GLOBAL MOGUL
WORLDWIDE ECONOMICS

INFORMATION

Designer: Bill Crenshaw
Artist: M. Dontanville, P. Raubo
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Mayfair Games 2013
www.mayfairgames.com

PLAYERS:
1-4

AGE:
14+

TIME:
120+

EVALUATION
Resources management
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Minimalistic design and 
components * Interesting 
interplay of mechanisms * 
Standard topic

Compares to:
All game using resources 
management for victory points

Other editions:
Currently none
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Toddlers want to play games, 
love to play games - Großer 
Spielezauber offers a collection 
of ten games for toddlers up to 
three years: The range covers 
Picture Bingo and games fea-
turing color dice as well as a co-
operative memo game; it spans 
Domino and Memo as well as 
the topics of spotting items, as-
signing and naming items and 
also motor skills and stacking. 

The components include col-
ored building blocks, round and 
square image tiles and domino 
tiles featuring stars. 
In the first game, Zauberhaftes 
Zauberlotto, the topic is recog-
nizing and assigning pictures; 
Magische Sternenschlange 
trains recognition and assigning 
of colors and symbols; in Game 
6 - Entdecker im Zauberwald 
-taking a close look is added to 

the range of topics, and Turm 
des Zaubers adds motor skills. 
The last two games in the col-
lection use all those topic in 
combination; if you, for instance 
build a Magician’s castle from 
the colored building blocks, 
you train motor skills, taking a 
close look, shapes, color and 
symbol recognition as well as 
assignation of colors, symbols 
and shapes as well as memory 
abilities. All games also prac-
tice understanding of rules and 
handling of rules in general, and 
with this comes first acceptance 
of results that are not liked that 
much, for instance a dice result 
that is not welcome.
A beautiful, nice collection of 
games for toddlers, some of 
them good for solo play, some 
of them for up to three players; 
some are a bit demanding, but 
the games build on the previ-
ous ones; for the youngest ones 
the magician marker needs not 
be named yet. Each game also 
features tops on how to vary the 
game for younger or older play-
ers. þ

GROSSER SPIELEZAUBER
MY VERY FIRST GAME COLLECTION

INFORMATION

Designer: A. Hölscher und Team
Artist: Katharina Wieker
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2013
www.haba.de

PLAYERS:
1-3

AGE:
1½+

TIME:
5+

EVALUATION
Game collection
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Good, nice, sturdy compo-
nents * Standard rules for 
toddler games * Double-
sided game board * Adult 
assistance necessary

Compares to:
All game collections for toddlers

Other editions:
Currently none

This game is complying with the 
motto of the Fex series - Fit for 
Learning - in the truest sense of 
the word, speed and running 
are the core of the game.
Four tin treasure chests with a 
colored bottom and one of four 
pirate symbols on the lid are set 
out in room, garden or house - 
all locations must be known to 
players. You have a set of pirate 
cards in five colors - the same 

pirate holds a pirate symbol 
or wears the Captain’s hat. At 
the start of the game you put 
one chest card of a color differ-
ent from the chest color into 
the chest. The Compass card is 
set out on the floor. You run to 
a chest, open it, and run to the 
chest of the color indicated by 
the top card in the chest, etc., 
after you placed on of your own 
cards into the chest. When chest 

and card color are identical, you 
choose a chest; when the top 
card shows the return arrow you 
run back to the chest where you 
came from. Several players at 
the same chest open it one after 
the other. If you are first to shed 
all your pirate cards and grab 
Pirate Fex off the Compass Card, 
you win. 
In a variant you run to the sym-
bols showing on the cards. To 
train the Fex abilities you in-
clude Pirate Fex: You place him 
next to a chest and agree on an 
action that must be done on the 
way to the next chest or before 
setting out, crawling or clapping 
your hands, etc. For more expe-
rienced players you can choose 
to switch between color and 
symbol targets, indicated by Pi-
rate Fex.
Pretty, good components, 
simple rules, nice for indoors 
and outdoors and lots of fun - a 
fantastic, clever game that not 
only provides movement, but 
children really do become im-
mersed in the hunt. þ

HETZEN NACH SCHÄTZEN
FROM SABRE TO PARROT

INFORMATION

Designer: Treo Game Designers
Artist: Peter Pfeiffer
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2013
www.haba.de

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
7+

TIME:
15+

EVALUATION
Movement, memory
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Series Fex - Fit fürs Lernen 
* Four different versions * 
Pirate Fex trains flexibility, 
controlling impulses and 
work memory

Compares to:
Agility games with emphasis on run-
ning and a memory feature

Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOUtINKOGNITO / ISLAND FORTRESS

Carnival in Venice, masked 
agents on secret missions roam 
the city. You receive cards for 
your own identity, aspect and 
mission - you might be Colonel 
Bubble, tall, and have Mission 
B to carry out. Colonel Bubble 
always works together with 
Lord Fiddlebottom and Agent 
X always cooperates with Ma-
dame Zsa Zsa. You need to iden-
tify your partner, make yourself 

known to him and implement 
your joint mission by deduc-
tions based on cards that you 
are shown. The Phantom dice 
device determines which char-
acter can be moved over land or 
water paths. If you meet other 
characters you ask for aspect 
or identity and are, accord-
ingly, shown either two aspect 
cards and one identity card 
or two identity cards and one 

aspect card. One of the cards 
must be correct! If you meet 
the Ambassador you can ask 
for information from any player, 
he answers with two cards of 
which one must be correct. If 
you have identified your part-
ner you must indicate this to 
him - maybe by using the manic 
characteristic of your character, 
then learn his mission and then 
implement the mission togeth-
er to win. When you know his 
mission you must find on your 
screen the line with your two 
codes and then implement the 
order, for instance “move Colo-
nel Bubble to Spot #1”. There are 
special rules for a game of five 
and three players.
Published again and again since 
1988, but still one of the best 
and also most beautiful deduc-
tion games, and look out for 
someone pinching his ear lobe 
and scratching his nose or pull-
ing at his hear to mask his real 
mania! Regardless of how hilari-
ous or ridiculous the resulting 
pantomimes may turn out, you 
will always enjoy this excellent 
game. þ

INKOGNITO
AGENTS MEET IN VENICE

INFORMATION

Designer: Colovini, Randolph
Artist: F. Maiorana, P. Gifford
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2013
www.piatnik.com

PLAYERS:
3-5

AGE:
13+

TIME:
60+

EVALUATION
Deduction
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: cz de hu  en es fr
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Magnificent design * Excel-
lent mix of mechanisms * 
Very nice also for families 
with some gaming experi-
ence

Compares to:
Cluedo and other deduction games 
with secretly determined combina-
tion

Other editions:
Ares, Kaissa, Iello, Devir

The colony on Alcott Island is set 
up and stabilized and the gover-
nor now wants to construct the 
fortress of Fort Aldenford. You 
play in rounds of player turns 
implementing actions. One 
round comprises the phases In-
come, Bids for Petitions to the 
Governor and the Action Phase. 
Each player has one Task Master, 
who is always located in one of 
three regions and you can only 

implement your actions in a re-
gion where the task master is 
currently stationed. You choose 
the action that you want to im-
plement by playing one of your 
role cards. Each of those roles of-
fers several actions of which you 
choose one to implement. The 
Task Master can choose either 
Workers or Convicts for con-
structing, some actions demand 
a certain type of workers. 

If you choose the Task Master 
you can buy him back after 
the action for three Jade and 
choose another role and action; 
other roles can be bought back 
with a buy-back chip and you 
can do another action, too.
If you place the fifth block in one 
of the first three rows of a region 
you earn a buy-back chip and 
the player with the majority of 
blocks in this row scores. Each 
block in Row 4 scores five points 
immediately and if you hold the 
majority in a completed row 
across all three regions you earn 
a treasure marker. When the 
wall is complete or all governor 
blocks have been used, you 
score for unused buy-back chips 
and blocks you used and win 
with the highest score.
This is a very good mixture of 
worker placement and resourc-
es management mechanisms, 
albeit standard ones, spiced up 
by the option to buy back roles 
and do a second action; the top-
ic has been nicely implemented. 
þ

ISLAND FORTRESS
BUILDING FORT ALDENFORD

INFORMATION

Designer: Bryan Johnson
Artist: Cody Jones, Dann May
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Frost Forge Games 13
www.gamesalute.com

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
13+

TIME:
90+

EVALUATION
Choice of roles, resources 
management
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Standard mechanisms for 
resources management * 
Buying back of role cards 
is new and innovative * 
Felicitous implementation 
of topic

Compares to:
All games featuring choice of roles 
and resources management

Other editions:
Currently none
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You control one of the races ri-
valing for the treasures within 
the mountain mines. Four dou-
ble-sided cards are laid out for 
mines, four more cards as one 
camp per race, and you have six 
cards in your hand as units for 
troops, workers or overseers, the 
rest is draw pile. 
You play a card on a mine, al-
ways of higher value than the 
previously played card, and 

draw a card from either camp 
or draw pile. The last card that is 
played on a mine to achieve the 
necessary number of cards to 
conquer the mine determines 
who will be the owner of the 
mine, regardless of who played 
the card. When the owner race 
is not in play the mine goes to 
the player who played the last 
card. Cards played for the mine 
are placed in the camps, in order 

of play. To develop one of your 
own mines you play units of 
races other than your own until 
the necessary number of cards 
is reached and then, if neces-
sary, an overseer of your own 
race, again of higher value that 
the card played before. Workers 
are discarded and the mine is 
placed under your King card for 
victory points. When the draw 
pile is empty you score points 
for developed mines minus 
points for incomplete mines.
This game is a real surprise, of-
fering a fantastic mix of tactic 
and luck; the fact that you must 
play a card and might have to 
sign over a mine to an oppo-
nent can be an advantage be-
cause now he must develop is 
and maybe needs a lot for cards 
for a few victory points. And 
then there are the camps where 
you can snatch away a card from 
an opponent that he might ur-
gently need or cover it with 
a useless one! Sophisticated 
and entertaining, ingeniously 
minimalistic with double-sided 
cards. þ

KINGS UNDER MOUNTAINS
TROOPS, WORKERS AND OVERSEERS

INFORMATION

Designer: A. Shklyarov und Team
Artist: O.Koloshnik
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Rightgames / RBG 13
www.rightgames.com

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
10+

TIME:
45+

EVALUATION
Cards, surpass values
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en ru
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Double-sided cards for 
mines/units * Attractive 
design * Surprising amount 
of tactic despite a high 
chance

Compares to:
Card games based on meeting de-
mands for card values and numbers 
on cards for acquisition

Other editions:
G3, Poland - announced

The imps want to acquire the 
treasure that the dragon is 
guarding in his lair. To achieve 
this they must lay out a path 
across the forest, reach the trea-
sure before the dragon does 
and, furthermore, acquire three 
keys on the way to open the 
treasure chest. The tiles are laid 
out face-down, four keys and 
one sweets tile are placed by 
rolling two dice for row and col-

umn on the board.
You draw one of the face-down 
tiles: A path tile is placed suit-
ably - the path must be contin-
ued and you try to achieve the 
shortest possible way to the 
cave and to collect three of four 
keys and the sweets tile on the 
ways - the fourth key tile is just 
a another option for the path. A 
dragon tile is placed on the next 
empty spot in the dragon’s lair. 

When the path reaches a sweet 
or key tile you take the tile and 
put it on the corresponding 
storage spot. Once in the game 
you can distract the dragon with 
the sweets tile and remove the 
front dragon tile and place it 
on the sweets tile. When the 
treasure spot is covered with a 
path tile and three of the four 
keys have been collected, then 
all players have won together. If 
you would have to place a drag-
on on the treasure spot then all 
players have lost together and 
the dragon has won.
Dragon, treasure, paths, all 
standard ingredients and once 
again they have been mixed 
into a very nice game, even of-
fering some tactic and planning, 
because you must optimize the 
path to acquire all keys with the 
fewest quantity of tile drawing, 
because the ratio path tiles to 
tiles is not easy at 10:27, dragon 
spots in the lair can fill up quick-
ly! þ

KOBOLDBANDE
IMPS RACE FOR THE DRAGON HOARD

INFORMATION

Designer: Gina Manola
Artist: Doris Matthäus
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2014
www.amigo-spiele.de

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
4+

TIME:
20+

EVALUATION
Race, tile placement
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Series Ö+Koo * Very pretty 
drawings * Good, short 
rules * Demands a bit of 
tactic

Compares to:
All games with path parts 
placement

Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOUtLEONARDO / LOST LEGACY

Leonardo da Vinci as a little cre-
ative boy has the most incred-
ible ideas - players construct 
and acquire his inventions. The 
necessary components are col-
lected as cards and you score 
points for completed invention. 
The board is set up with six cards 
“Collection” for components or 
paintings, three cards “Inven-
tion”, the corresponding play-
ing pieces for those inventions: 

the playing piece characters are 
moved by all players by making 
use of their set of cards.
At the start of a round you 
choose from your hand one card 
for a playing piece character 
and one for distance: If the char-
acter does not reach a card, your 
turn ends. If he reaches a com-
ponent card, you set it down 
open-faced for yourself. If the 
character reaches an invention 

card you pick up bot card and 
corresponding piece, but only if 
you have all the necessary com-
ponents on the table. Both com-
ponent card and invention card 
are set aside. When the card that 
you reached is a painting card 
you pick it up and play it for 
its instant effect: The Vitruvian 
Man gives you one extra round 
all by yourself; the Lady with 
an Ermine lets you steal a com-
ponent from another player; 
for Mona Lisa you may pick up 
a component or invention card 
from the board at the end of the 
round, the Self Portrait is a joker 
and Study of Horses allows you 
swap a component card with 
another player. When one kind 
of cards has been used up, you 
win with most points. 
This is a nice set collection and 
set swapping game which only 
picks up the invention thread 
from the series story line and 
leaves out the conflict thread; 
standard mechanisms result in 
a well-working game on a nice 
topic. þ

LEONARDO
CONSTRUCT AND COLLECT INVENTIONS

INFORMATION

Designer: Charles Chevallier
Artist: www.erebus-art.com
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Ghenos Games 2013
www.ghenosgames.com

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
8+

TIME:
30+

EVALUATION
set collecting, acquisition
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Based on a TV series * Very 
pretty components * Short, 
concise rules * Nice mix of 
standard mechanisms

Compares to:
Zug um Zug and other 
games of set-collection and swap-
ping sets for other items

Other editions:
Currently none

Games by Seiji Kanai are usually 
minimalistic and so is Lost Lega-
cy. The small box holds 32 cards, 
but you need only 16 of them 
for a game - 16 cards comprise 
one set, either the basic game 
“The Starship” or the so-called 
expansion “The Flying Garden. 
You use one of those sets for a 
game, always with the same 
rules, but you can also assemble 
a deck of 16 cards of your choice 

or you can use all 32 cards for 
a game with six players, the 
course of the game will always 
be slightly different.
In all variants the topic is a mys-
terious Lost Legacy that must be 
found. One card is laid out face-
down to begin the Ruins deck 
und you are dealt one card. You 
play until the draw pile is empty. 
You hold a card and draw a card. 
Then you play one of those 

cards face-up and implement its 
effects; this can result in players 
being ejected from the game or 
in a card being placed in the Ru-
ins. When the draw pile is empty 
the investigation phase begins: 
In ascending order of the num-
ber values of your remaining 
card in hand you can look at the 
card of any player or at a card 
from the ruins. Should you find 
the Lost Legacy, you win. When 
nobody finds it, all have lost to-
gether. Should all players but 
one have been ejected from the 
game, this player is the winner.
Lost Legacy cannot deny its 
relationship to Love Letter, but 
Love Letter is the better game. 
Lost Legacy is a bit heavy on 
the chance element, you must 
guess more than you can bluff 
and often cannot use power-
ful cards properly due to lack of 
information. Tactic games from 
the decision if you use a power-
ful card to try and eliminate an 
opponent or keep the card for 
the end game. þ

LOST LEGACY
THE SPACESHIP OR THE FLYING GARDEN

INFORMATION

Designer: H. Kisaragi, S. Kanai
Artist: Noboru Sugiura
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: One Draw/Japon Brand 13
www.japonbrand.cvom

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
10+

TIME:
10+

EVALUATION
Cards, guessing
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en jp
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Officially dubbed a variant 
of Love Letter * Rather 
diffuse topic * Variant 
included, when used to-
gether with the base game 
six can can play

Compares to:
Love Letter

Other editions:
Currently none
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On board of Flight LK-886 the 
pilot suddenly dies, his co-pilot 
takes over, but the crew has its 
suspicions - who is infiltrator, 
who a reliable crew member 
(CM)? 
Infiltrators know each other, 
they may lie, CMs may not, and 
you can only look at one card 
of each player. You are dealt 
three cards, lay them out face-
down and are, depending of 

which kind you hold two cards, 
Infiltrator or Honest. In turn you 
check the card nearest to you 
of your left and right neighbor 
and mark them with “Honest” or 
“Infiltrator”. Then Phase I of skir-
mishes begins: The player de-
termined by the Skirmish card 
checks one card of the skirmish 
card holder and marks it. Then 
all players play a card “Punch” 
or “Protect” for the holder of the 

skirmish card. If he receives 50% 
or more “Protect” cards he is giv-
en a card “Benefit of the Doubt”. 
The Skirmish card is handed on 
and Phase I is repeated until all 
cards “Benefit of the Doubt” are 
allocated. Then Phase II begins, 
there is Skirmish only for players 
holding a “Benefit of the Doubt” 
card, continuing until two play-
ers hold a card “Reliable” for a 
majority of “Protect” votes. In 
Phase III one of those two is 
voted “Captain” with a majority 
of “Protect” cards, shuffles his 
cards and reveals them. If he is 
infiltrator, his faction wins. If he 
is honest, he gives one CM ac-
cess to the cockpit, who now 
shuffles and turns up his cards, 
and so on until all honest CMs 
are in the cockpit and have won 
or a saboteur has been given ac-
cess.
Visible marker information and 
one card check per player re-
sults in a challenging and fas-
cinating game needing a good 
mixture of deduction and social 
assessment. þ

MAYDAY! MAYDAY!
INFILTRATORS IN THE CREW

INFORMATION

Designer: Corné van Moorsel
Artist: Stephanie Brandl
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Cwali 2013
www.cwali.nl

PLAYERS:
5-8

AGE:
11+

TIME:
30+

EVALUATION
Deduction
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Best with 6 to 8 players * 
Expert version with special 
ability for each player * 
Good mixture of deduction 
and social assessment

Compares to:
Resistance Avalon, all werewolf 
games

Other editions:
Currently none

A rift has opened between di-
mensions and monsters from 
another dimension threaten 
Earth and Mankind. As a mem-
ber of the Marine faction you 
defend Mankind or try to sub-
due Mankind as a Portalist.
Both players alternate their 
turns; you use action points and 
characteristics of units and ter-
rain in order to receive cards, to 
play units and events, to move 

units and to attack. If you re-
move your opponent’s last unit 
from the battle field, you win.
The terrain cards for each fac-
tion are laid out, and each player 
draws cards from his personal 
deck until he has collected five 
units; events drawn in this pro-
cess are discarded open-faced. 
Those five units are placed on 
your terrains, and you start the 
game without cards in hand. 

In your turn choose one of four 
options: drawing a card, play-
ing a card, moving a unit or to 
attacking opposing units, each 
for one AP of a total of two AP in 
your first turn and 4 AP in every 
other turn. In case of attack you 
choose one of your units and 
distribute its damage points on 
one or several opposing units 
in the same terrain and with the 
same type of weaponry. When 
a unit takes damage equal to 
its defense value or higher than 
its defense value, it is destroyed 
and is removed from the battle 
field. Units that have taken dam-
age without being destroyed at 
the end of a turn are restored to 
full defense value.
This all-or-nothing rule for the 
destruction of units introduces 
quite an interesting aspect to 
the game; both factions are very 
different and, all in all, the stan-
dard topic and the basic stan-
dard mechanism of card versus 
card provide a well-made, fast 
and entertaining game. þ

MISSION: COMBAT
MARINES VS. PORTALISTS

INFORMATION

Designer: Sebastian Seifferth
Artist: M. Fahrenbach, J. Sich
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Smiling Monster Games 13
www.smiling-monster.de

PLAYERS:
2

AGE:
12+

TIME:
15+

EVALUATION
Cards, conflict
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Very fast game * Standard 
topic using standard 
mechanisms * Interesting 
details * Very different fac-
tion characteristics

Compares to:
Other simulations with direct con-
frontation of card vs. card

Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOUtMUSH MUSH / NOWHERESVILLE

Snow Tails was published in 
2008 and is a bit of a cult game 
amongst race game, and as it 
was so nice the designers, Gor-
don and Fraser Lamont, have 
picked up the topic once again 
- we again ride sleighs in Alaska, 
this time the snowy landscape is 
dotted with beautiful trees and 
buildings, too. 
In principle, you play with the 
mechanisms from Snow Tails: 

You can play a canine card in 
your turn, then adapt the bo-
nus die, if both canine cards in 
front of the sleigh do show the 
same value, then you can move 
your own sleigh and use an op-
tional bonus movement and, 
finally, replenish your hand to 
five cards. The canine cards de-
termine the speed and direction 
of your sleigh; different speed 
values on the two canine cards 

make your sleigh drift, but you 
determine yourself when the 
drifting happens, that is, when 
you change track. Collisions 
can happen, but you can also 
instigate them on purpose for 
tactical reasons: You must take a 
dent card, trees that you hit go 
out of the game.
In this version all brakes are 
off, literally - there are no rules 
for braking your sleigh and no 
speed limits. Buildings intro-
duce bonuses, but are hard to 
race around; the board now has 
tracks drawn on instead of com-
ing in parts and if you have five 
dent cards you start with a new 
sleigh at the back of the pack.
As in Snow Tails the first reaction 
is “wooooooow”, after the first 
games then “niiiiiiice, good fun” 
and a little bit later again “ not 
as complex as Snow Tails, but 
tactical all the same”, and finally 
“want it!”, and that is the only 
snag, because as with all Fragor 
Games at that point you can 
only hope for a new edition! þ

MUSH MUSH
SNOW TAILS 2

INFORMATION

Designer: G. and F. Lamont
Artist: Judith Lamont
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Fragor Games 2013
www.fragorgames.com

PLAYERS:
1-8

AGE:
12+

TIME:
30+

EVALUATION
Race game, cards
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Revised new edition of 
Snow Tails * No brakes, no 
speed limits * Houses bring 
bonuses and advantages * 
Eight different tracks

Compares to:
Snow Tails, Ave Caesar and other 
card-driven race games

Other editions:
Currently none

Somewhere in Nowhere, vul-
tures on the street sign and 
empty pockets - to rob a bank or 
the mail coach somehow sug-
gests itself; but unfortunately 
others had the same idea and 
so you might have to shoot your 
way to the loot. Depending on 
the number of players you must 
acquire between 2000 and 3000 
dollars to make your way to the 
west coast as the winner of the 

game.
A normal round in the game 
comprises Maintenance phase 
and player turns. In the Mainte-
nance phase money is put into 
bank and mail coach and the 
store is replenished, and, if nec-
essary, there is a new victim. In 
the player turn phase all players 
choose a target for their bandit 
or bandits; those locations are 
then resolved and scored in 

a given order. If you are alone 
at a location you get the best 
reward; when several bandits 
meet at a location they must 
either agree on an order for 
reward taking or start a shoot-
out. This is done in a cute way, 
you throw cartridge chips on 
cards of opposing bandits from 
a distance of approximately one 
meter. When one of your ban-
dits dies from too many hits, you 
only keep his money. 
If you choose Prison, you get an-
other bandit. At the Bank or the 
Mail Coach, robbery happens: 
You choose equipment cards, 
add the symbols corresponding 
to the location on those cards 
and add the result of a die roll - 
the robbery is successful, when 
the total is higher than the value 
of the location.
An absolutely good game on  
a standard topic; rarely mecha-
nism and topic fit together so 
nicely, even if the cartridges are 
rationed; but as regards to the 
many shoot-outs even this scar-
city is logical, somehow. Cute, 
witty and harmonious. þ

NOWHERESVILLE
BANDIT PARADISE

INFORMATION

Designer: Jiři Mikolas
Artist: Filip Tichý, Hana Novotná
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Jiras Games 2013
www.jirasgames.com

PLAYERS:
2-5

AGE:
10+

TIME:
60+

EVALUATION
Wild West, cards, dexterity
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Very felicitous interpreta-
tion of the topic * Mecha-
nisms, topic and story fit 
together very well * Cute 
details, for instance for the 
shoot-out

Compares to:
All games with a Wild West topic

Other editions:
Currently none
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A version of a classic game using 
80 cards, 1-20, in four colors. You 
play 20 rounds of a trick game, 
announcing trick numbers, and 
win with most points after 20 
rounds.
Each round is played with a dif-
ferent number of cards, you start 
with one card in Round One, get 
one more in each round up to 
ten in Round Ten and then get 
one less again down to one card 

in Round 19. In Round 20 you 
receive one card face-down and 
announce 0 or 1 trick without 
knowing your card.
Remaining cards are stacked 
and the first one is turned up, 
it determines the trump color 
of the round. Now each player 
names the number of tricks he 
wants to take in this round, the 
number is noted. You can never 
announce more tricks than you 

have cards in this round! If you 
are first to name the highest 
number of tricks, you lead for 
the first trick, then the winner of 
a trick leads for the next one. A 
trick without a trump card in it is 
won by the highest card played, 
independent of color, in case of 
a tie the card that was played 
first wins the trick; otherwise, 
the highest trump card played 
wins the trick. If you meet your 
announced number of tricks 
you score 10 points + the num-
ber of tricks, if you announced 
trick(s) and did not take one, 
you score a “Hupfer”. If you an-
nounced a trick and took more 
or less, you score a “Hupfer” 
+ the number of tricks taken. 
Nullern, that is, announcing zero 
tricks and taking none, wins you 
20 points! For each Hupfer you 
deduct 5 points at the end.
Familiar and yet different, re-
duced to a minimum - no spe-
cial cards, no special rules, only 
fun and a teeny weeny bit of 
gloating when your own cards 
can ruin the predictions of an 
opponent! þ

NULLERN
HUPFER FOR YOUR OPPENENTS, IF POSSIBLE!

INFORMATION

Designer: Lena Kappler
Artist: Johann Rüttinger
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Drei Hasen i. d. A. 13
www.hasehasehase.de

PLAYERS:
2-7

AGE:
8+

TIME:
45+

EVALUATION
Cards, trick-taking
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Standard rules nicely 
varied * Good components 
* Minimalistic design * 
Dot-marking of red cards 
for players with red/green 
ablepsia

Compares to:
Other trick card games announcing 
number of tricks, for instance Wizard

Other editions:
Currently none

Elefun & Friends, the cute and 
funny animals living in a fantasy 
jungle well-known from several 
other games - a blue elephant, a 
green crocodile, an orange frog, 
have found a new friend: In this 
game we meet PoPo, the purple 
monkey. An adult is needed to 
assemble PoPo at the start, he 
is given his tail and a banana is 
placed in his mouth. Each player 
chooses a set of rings, the green 

ones or the orange ones, and 
distributes his three rings in his 
color all over the room. One 
player picks up PoPo, switches 
him on and puts him down on 
the floor. PoPo works best on a 
very smooth floor. PoPo now 
moves around the room rather 
quickly. Both players sprint 
away at the same time, pick up 
one of their rings, catch up with 
PoPo and try to slide the ring 

over PoPo’s tail. When a player 
succeeds in placing his ring, he 
sprints away again to fetch the 
next ring, slides it over Popo’s 
tail again, and then repeats this 
for the last ring. Whoever is first 
to manage to place all rings of 
his color over PoPo’s tail, is the 
winner of the game, snatches 
the banana from PoPo and be-
gins to dance the PoPoShake 
with PoPo, because as soon as 
the banana is removed, PoPo 
begins to dance and shakes his 
bottom and his tail.
On the US website of Hasbro 
PoPo the Monkey is listed un-
der the heading of Learnimals, 
which makes sense, because 
the cute little bottom-shaking 
monkey provides very good 
practice of hand-eye-coordina-
tion, dexterity and assessing of 
relative speed for the targeted 
each group when trying to get 
the ring over the tail of the mov-
ing monkey. A smooth floor and 
enough room provide pure fun 
in playing and in moving. þ

POPO DER AFFE
CHASIN‘ CHEEKY

INFORMATION

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2013
www.hasbro.at

PLAYERS:
2

AGE:
3+

TIME:
10+

EVALUATION
Movement, dexterity
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Stable unit * Provides 
movement and training of 
motor skills * Uses batteries 
* Needs some room and a 
flat floor

Compares to:
All movement games training hand-
eye-coordination

Other editions:
Chasin’ Cheeky, Hasbro USA
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PLAYED FOR YOUtRATTUS CARTUS NOBILIS / SAGARIO

In Rattus Cartus, Black Death 
is, as in the board game ver-
sion Rattus, ravaging Europe, 
but here players rival for suc-
cession to the dead King and 
travel across the land searching 
for followers. You visit build-
ings to acquire various advan-
tages and followers, but, after 
all, Black Death is afoot and 
you should keep an eye on the 
rats. In eight to ten rounds you 

play five phases - Draw building 
cards, supplies, enter building 
and play population cards, score 
buildings and end of round. At 
the end you score victory points 
for most influence on the guilds, 
most population and joker 
cards in hand and for majorities 
with special cards in play. But, 
if you accumulated more rats 
than there are nuns pictured in 
the Nunnery Row you die; as a 

survivor you win with most vic-
tory points.
Rattus Cartus Nobilis introduces 
two modules: Module 1 - Fea-
tures 18 new buildings, which 
can be used alone or in com-
bination with buildings from 
the basic games. This is supple-
mented by 78 special cards 
- Book, Horse, Lance, Privilege, 
Wand and Diplomat, as well as 
14 Rat tiles.
Module 2 - Introduces 12 noble-
men to the game. If you did re-
ceive a nobleman you place him 
openly on an available build-
ing, from now the effect of this 
nobleman applies to whoever 
enters the building. You get a 
nobleman if you played most 
card, in case of a tie you get the 
nobleman if you played your 
cards first.
More opportunities, more op-
tions, and especially more op-
tions and more fluctuations 
as regards to rats, and you are 
able to take a look at cards in 
the nunnery row. AN attractive, 
well-made expansion for the 
equally well-made card game. 
þ

RATTUS CARTUS NOBILIS
BUILDINGS AND NOBLEMEN

INFORMATION

Designer: Åse & Henrik Berg
Artist: Alexander Roche
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: White Goblin Games 13
www.whitegoblingames.com

PLAYERS:
2-5

AGE:
10+

TIME:
45+

EVALUATION
Card effects
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Very good expansion * 
Good, concise rules * Many 
new options from noble-
men and special cards

Compares to:
Rattus for topic, Rattus 
Cartus

Other editions:
Currently none

On a cross-shaped board play-
ers fight for control and con-
quest of Castle Sagario; if you 
defeat all knights in neighbor-
ing kingdoms you become the 
new regent of the castle. Each 
player guides five soldiers and 
four knights that move all over 
the board, and also four siege 
towers which are not moved di-
rectly, but are moved by soldiers 
and knights. 

At the start pieces are placed 
according to the templates. In a 
turn you can move a soldier or a 
knight. A soldier moves straight 
ahead over free squares, can 
defeat soldiers and knights and 
move a tower. A knight does 
the same, but he moves either 
straight ahead without a die roll 
or you roll once and can then 
move the knight by as many 
part-moves as you rolled pips. A 

part-move goes straight ahead 
to an obstacle, then you turn 
and move on to the next one 
and so on, until you go straight 
ahead in your last turn as far as 
you want or can or defeat an-
other piece. A piece is defeated 
by either moving onto its square 
in a normal straight turn or also 
by orthogonal or diagonal 
move+defeat from an adjacent 
square. IF you miss a defeat that 
could be done without endan-
gering your piece the oppos-
ing piece can make a defeating 
move on the rebound.
One is strongly reminded of 
Chess, but the movement of 
siege towers by soldiers or 
knights moving onto the tower 
square, defeating pieces from 
adjacent squares and taking 
over soldiers and siege towers 
from a player whose last knight 
you defeated result in a new 
and original game with a lot of 
tactics, which yet is still a family 
game. The components go nice-
ly with the topic, the rules could 
be presented better. þ

SAGARIO
CONQUEST OF THE CASTLE

INFORMATION

Designer: Martin Williams
Artist: R. Anderson und Team
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Ságaze 2013
www.sagaze.com

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
10+

TIME:
60+

EVALUATION
Place and conquer pieces
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Unwieldy, but good rules 
on a folded large sheet * 
Good components * Topic 
nicely implemented by 
components and mecha-
nisms

Compares to:
Chess, Ricochet Robot for Knight 
movement, all placement games with 
conquering pieces

Other editions:
Currently none
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48 chocolate tiles show pieces 
in three colors and players try to 
lay out the biggest bar in their 
color.
You hold four tiles; the starting 
player chooses a color, places a 
tile and draws a tile; the second 
player does the same, and the 
third player, too. In a game of 
two one color is neutral and is 
scored for the player who man-
aged most connections to the 

neutral color. In a game of four 
you play in two teams.
Tiles must be placed to contin-
ue one of the colors and with at 
least two pieces on the tile bor-
dering other tiles, not over cor-
ners, but along edges. Tiles with 
red Smarties on them can be 
also put on top of tiles already 
in place, must touch a minimum 
of two tiles and cannot be over-
built themselves. When the last 

tile is placed you win with the 
biggest area in your color, each 
chocolate piece earns one point. 
The Chili expansion for Schokoly 
features 6 Chili tiles and 6 Action 
tiles. Each player draws one Chili 
tile, the rest is shuffled into gen-
eral stock. Action tiles are on dis-
play open-faced - you can: play 
a second tile from your hand, 
rotate a tile in the playing area, 
take a Smartie off the area, swap 
a tile from your hand with one 
from the area or relocate a tile 
within the playing area. If you 
place a Chili tile according to the 
standard rules, you then choose 
an action tile and implement it, 
but only for tiles without Smart-
ie! Chili cards can be moved and 
built over, but not taken back in 
hand, and are scored like normal 
tiles at the end of the game.
Even with chili this chocolate 
remains tasty, the basically ab-
stract game is attractive and 
plays quickly and intuitively, a 
good dessert for a games eve-
ning. þ

SCHOKOLY CHILI
SÜSSES MIT BISS

INFORMATION

Designer: Steffen Mühlhäuser
Artist: S. Mühlhäuser und Team
Price: ca. 3 Euro
Publisher: Steffen Spiele 2013
www.steffen-spiele.de

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
9+

TIME:
20+

EVALUATION
Abstract placement game
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Nice topic * Attractive 
design * Abstract game * 
Needs Schokoly to play

Compares to:
Scho K.o. and other place-
ment games on formation 
of the biggest area

Other editions:
Currently none

Mount Snowdon in Wales: We 
are entrepreneurs building 
Snowdon Mountain Railways. 
The track must be freed of detri-
tus, you produce and lay track, 
build viaducts and stations and 
fight the quirks of Welsh weath-
er. You repeat rounds of: place 
workers - actions like storage, 
rooms, workshop, place track, 
build, constructor’s office and 
move surveyor - complete order 

card - update weather forecast - 
replenish storage, until the end 
of the game is triggered by plac-
ing track on the last track card. 
You score for possession mark-
ers, applicable bonuses, engine 
#4 and surveyor.
The new expansion of Snodow-
nia: Jungfraubahn & Mount 
Washington features new 
mechanisms for the use of dy-
namite, Snow as a new weather 

feature and new trains. 27 new 
Contracts cards in the expan-
sion replace those of the core 
game.
The Jungfraubahn scenario 
is intended for 1-4 players, the 
cubes for the 5th player- yellow 
- are used for the new resource 
dynamite. The new weather 
Snow replaces Fog, dynamite 
modifies excavations, and the 
surveyor is negative at the bot-
tom of the mountain. There are 
also new track cards.
The Mount Washington sce-
nario for 1-5 players does not 
feature movement for the sur-
veyors, they slide down the 
mountain at the end of the 
game and stop when they reach 
a station that does not hold at 
least one cube of their own-
ers, the yield the victory points 
in that station for their owners. 
Snow and dynamite are fea-
tured as in the Jungfraubahn 
scenario.
Interesting new mechanisms, 
both Snow and Dynamite cause 
the biggest changes in compari-
son to the core game. þ

SNOWDONIA
JUNGFRAUBAHN  
& MOUNT WASHINGTON

INFORMATION

Designer: Tony Boydell
Artist: C. Paull, T. Boydell, K. Franz
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Indie Boards & Cards 13
www.indieboardsandcards.com

PLAYERS:
1-5

AGE:
10+

TIME:
90+

EVALUATION
Worker placement, track 
laying
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Coproduction with 
Surprised Stare Games * 
Handy small box * Cards 
for the respective scenarios 
clearly marked * Mount 
Washington for five players needs 
additional components which are not 
included

Compares to:
Snowdonia Core game

Other editions:
Lookout Games
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PLAYED FOR YOUtSPEED DATING / TAP THE FROG

Speed Dating using character-
istics cards - the game features 
cards “Women” with female 
characteristics from “partici-
pates in solstice ceremonies in 
the forest of Brocéliade” to “Bra 
size 95E” and cards “Men” with 
male characteristics from “does 
not drink alcohol” to “wears Ha-
waii shirts”.
You have six cards with female 
characteristics and six cards with 

male characteristics; one player 
is the active player of the round. 
As the active player, you choose 
three cards from your hand, all 
male or female, and describe 
the resulting person as lively, 
creatively and convincingly as 
possible, including giving her/
him a name. All other players 
now choose three cards from 
their hand and must present 
their candidate and convince 

the active player with their pre-
sentation that their choice is the 
best partner for the person pre-
sented by him. The active player 
then chooses the partner he 
thinks is best, the others guess 
who he will choose: On a signal 
all point to their selection and 
can point to themselves, too. If 
the active player cannot choose 
between two offers, he calls Bal-
lotage and presents a fourth 
characteristic, the two other 
players involved also choose 
a fourth card. Who is chosen 
by the active player scores one 
point, as does the person who 
guessed the choice correctly. If 
you were chosen and pointed 
to yourself you score two points. 
If everybody was active player 
once, you win with the highest 
total score.
This game reminds me a bit of 
The Big Idea / Geile Idee, you 
praise your own selection to 
high heavens and hope that 
you succeed; a cute witty game 
for talented amateur actors and/
or sales geniuses.  þ

SPEED DATING
MY CANDIDATE IS THE MOST SUITABLE

INFORMATION

Designer: Faidutti, Grandperrin
Artist: G. Ghigini, P. Capéran
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Letheia 2013
www.letheia-games.com

PLAYERS:
3-6

AGE:
14+

TIME:
45+

EVALUATION
Narrative, creative
Users: With friends
Version: fr
Rules: fr jp
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Witty topic * Good selec-
tion of characteristics * 
School French sufficient to 
play * Fun with the game 
depends on players

Compares to:
Once upon a Time, Big Idea and other 
narrative/sales games

Other editions:
Arclight, Japan, announced

Tap the Frog, based on the app, 
offers a collection of dexter-
ity games, nicely packed to take 
along easily. Players throw balls 
at the frogs, but hopefully not 
into the water or at the pirate 
frog. The double-sided game 
board shows squares; some 
hold frogs in four colors, some 
show only water and some also 
a pirate frog. One side is easier, 
featuring less water squares and 

only one pirate frog, the other 
side is more difficult with more 
water squares and two pirate 
frogs.
For each version you throw a 
ball, represented by a colored 
ball, so that is rebounds once or 
several times from the table be-
fore landing in the box in one of 
the squares.
If you play Solohüpfer, that is, 
alone, you use all balls and score 

2 points for balls in squares with 
frogs of the same color and 1 
point for balls with frogs of oth-
er colors; balls in the water score 
0 and balls with the pirate frog 
-2. In Froschball you have four 
balls of a color and three tries 
for each ball and score as in the 
solo game. For this there is also 
a Wirr-Warr variant, in which all 
play simultaneously, but have 
only one try per ball. If it does 
not land in the box, it is out of 
play. In Bälle-Schubser you 
also have four balls and three 
tries for each ball, at the end you 
score for each ball that is alone 
in a square of the board. In Tic 
Tac Trio you want to array three 
balls of your color in a row to 
win.
Tap the Frog is a very nice and 
well-made transformation of 
the mechanism, already em-
ployed in “Hüpf Hüpf, Hurra!”, 
into a take-me-along sized 
game based on the app; it is 
easy to play, quickly explained, 
quickly played and proves that 
non-electronic games can be 
lots of fun! þ

TAP THE FROG
THROW BALLS AT FROGS

INFORMATION

Designer: Heinz Meister
Artist: Mentals LLC
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2014
www.ravensburger.de

PLAYERS:
1-4

AGE:
6+

TIME:
10+

EVALUATION
Dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it nl
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Mechanism from Hüpf 
Hüpf, Hurra! * Handy size 
for taking along * Topic and 
design based on an App

Compares to:
Hüpf Hüpf, Hurra!

Other editions:
Currently none
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Ingenuity is relative, at least in 
this game, and so it is also in the 
TV series on which the game is 
based. All you need to do is to 
shuffle the blue Theory cards 
and the Bazinga cards, shuffle 
the red Experiment cards, too, 
and you can begin to play.
In each round one player is the 
judge and rates a topic that oth-
ers play cards for. You hold sev-
en blue Theory cards - the judge 

does, too! Then he turns up the 
top experiment card and, if it 
is an Advanced Test on a green 
background, he tells this to all 
players. If not, all players but 
the judge choose one of their 
theory cards and hand them 
face-down to the judge. For an 
Advanced Test you choose two 
cards, place them in a sleeve 
and hand this to the judge. If 
you want to use a Banzinga card 

you do this before the judge 
turns up theory cards; he must 
turn over experiment cards until 
a new one with the same diffi-
culty as the rejected one. Then 
he shuffles all theory cards or 
sleeves that he received, turns 
them up one by one and reads 
them out. Then the judge rates 
all theory cards or combina-
tions, what he likes best, gets 
a chip from the most valuable 
stack, what comes second gets 
a chip from the second-most 
valuable stack, and so on. The 
card(s) in last place do not score. 
Finally, all replenish their hand 
to sevetn cards and the judge 
changes.
After 12 rounds you win with 
most points.  
“Ingredient of a good Party? 
- Murderous raccoon or cordu-
roy suit?” If you are amused by 
such answers, you are probably 
already rolling on the floor due 
to the TV series, enjoy the game 
and will probably answer “Voo-
doo” or “Teleportation” when 
asked for “A good job training?” 
þ

THE BIG BANG THEORY
DAS PARTYSPIEL

INFORMATION

Designer: Ben Stoll
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2013
www.pegasus.de

PLAYERS:
3-7

AGE:
12+

TIME:
30+

EVALUATION
TV, party
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Based on the ZV series * 
Standard mechanisms * 
Illustrated with shots from 
the series * Cute phrases

Compares to:
Apple to Apple and other 
games where players and/or judge 
rate cards that were played

Other editions:
Cryptozoic Entertainment

In the series WAS IST WAS, pub-
lished in cooperation with Tes-
sloff Verlag, there is now also a 
Play it Smart game, that can also 
be played in combination with 
an App and an iPad.
Quiz cards pose questions on 
geography, history, culture, na-
ture, technology and animals. 
Each player has a playing piece 
and a tip marker of his color, 
according to his corner of the 

board, and places the tip marker 
on one of the two tip spots at 
the start of the game.
You roll both dice, move forward 
according to the result of the 
number die and decide on one 
of the topics proffered by the 
spot you reached. The quiz die 
tells you the category of the quiz 
mode you must use: A stands 
for three answers, of which one 
is correct; B stands for two an-

swers with correlation within 
the answers. For modes A and B 
you choose one of the answers. 
Mode C asks you to assess a 
statement if it is correct or not. 
When the question has been 
posed by the quiz master, all 
other players but the candidate, 
use their tip marker for a guess 
if the candidate will answer cor-
rectly or not. You as candidate 
give your answer only when all 
other players have placed their 
tip. 
Depending on the result coins 
you and the others receive coins. 
When at the end of a round 
there are maximum five coins 
left in stock you win with most 
coins.
In the play-smart-variant iPad 
mini games played on “?”-spots 
yield time points for use in a 
labyrinth search for additional 
coins. At the end you win with 
the highest sum from your coins.
The iPad is not necessary, pro-
vides nice mini games and 
expands the game for a final 
search of coins - knowledge, 
though, remains the deciding 
element in the game. þ

WAS IST WAS DAS GROSSE QUIZ
PLAY IT SMART!

INFORMATION

Designer: E. Sieber, T. Suckow
Artist: Freudenreich, Resch
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2013
www.kosmos.de

PLAYERS:
2-4

AGE:
8+

TIME:
60+

EVALUATION
Quiz, App
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Free App download * 
Works only with iPad IOS 
5 and newer * iTunes 
account necessary * No 
internet connection during 
the game * Can be played 
without APP

Compares to:
All quiz games in the WAS IST WAS 
series, all quiz games using electronic 
devices

Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOUtWÜRFELMANIA! 2 / ZICKE & ZACKE

In this sequel to WÜRFELma-
nia! you use 21 dice for actions 
in three areas of the board: 
Quizville, Knobelfeld and Ac-
tionland. You take a card cor-
responding to the location of 
your marker on the board and 
try to master the task stated on 
the card. For instance: Start the 
timer and draw the term of the 
color rolled, for instance movie 
film. Or: Start the timer and roll 

the dice-dice and the number 
dice until the timer runs out to 
achieve the same number on 
the number die and the inner 
die of the dice-dice. Or: Start the 
timer, turn on the spot till it runs 
out, start it again and stack all six 
letter dice.
If you master the respective task 
you move your marker forward, 
if you fail, you remain in place 
or move backwards. In Quizville 

the color die determines the cat-
egory; in Knobelfeld you must 
comply with dice tasks plus an 
additional task, for instance 
name term in accordance with 
a letter you rolled; finally, Ac-
tion land can confront you with 
anything from drawing terms to 
stacking dice to doing somer-
saults. On a Juhu spot you may 
choose your next task and more 
than six players can form teams. 
If you are the first to master the 
Master Task in the finish area 
you win the game. The master 
task comes from a category 
chosen by your fellow players; 
should this task then demand 
the participation of all players 
you must be among the win-
ners of the task to win the game.
A standard party game in which 
the ideas for questions and task 
are cute, witty and cover a wide 
range of topics; the use of dif-
ferent kinds of dice makes for a 
well-working game and offers a 
nice sequel to WÜRFELmania as 
well as a lot of fun. þ

WÜRFELMANIA! 2
21 DICE - NUMBERS, IMAGES, LETTERS …

INFORMATION

Designer: The Haywire Group
Artist: The Haywire Group
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2014
www.amigo-spiele.de

PLAYERS:
2-6

AGE:
12+

TIME:
30+

EVALUATION
Dice, party, tasks
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes

Comments: 
Standard mechanisms, 
pepped-up by varieties and 
use of dice * Pretty com-
ponents * Good, attractive 
mix of questions and tasks

Compares to:
WÜRFELmania as first game with this 
mixture of using dice

Other editions:
Diceapades Quick Play Edition, 
Haywire Group, USA

Chickens Zicke and Zacke are 
rarely of the same opinion, if one 
goes left, the other one is sure to 
go right. Even in the big Chicken 
Rallye those two are racing in 
opposite directions. But on the 
circular track they nonetheless 
meet from time to time. And 
then feathers are flying!
A track is laid out with the 
egg-shaped tiles, face-up and 
showing animal and plants 

like a swallow, a clover leaf or 
a groundhog. In the middle of 
the circle you place octagonal 
tiles, face-down, for the chicken 
coop, they show the same im-
ages as the egg tiles. More than 
two players form two teams, 
for a third player the team is 
assigned randomly. Zicke and 
Zacke start the race back to 
back on a random egg tile. The 
pink worm is placed four eggs 

ahead of Zicke, the pink chicken, 
and the green worm four spots 
ahead of Zacke, the green one. 
Those worms mark the spots 
that Zicke and Zacke want to 
race to next. Teams - and play-
ers within teams - alternate 
turns and try to uncover the 
image in the chicken coop that 
is identical to the one on which 
the team worm is sitting. If you 
fail, the turn passes to the other 
team. If you succeed, your chick-
en races ahead to the worm and 
the worm flees forward as many 
eggs as there are still feathers 
in front of you. Team members 
can confer on the tile to choose. 
If your chicken jumps over the 
other one, you put a feather 
from stock on the chicken. If you 
chicken is first to carry all feath-
ers, your team wins.
Zicke, Zacke, surely no chicken 
dreck, but a very sweet and cute 
move and memo game within 
the Chicken universe of Zicke 
Zacke, simple, cheerful, with en-
chanting drawings, providing a 
well-made memo variant. þ

ZICKE & ZACKE
RAN AN DIE FEDERN

INFORMATION

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Artist: Doris Matthäus
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2013
www.zoch-verlag.com

PLAYERS:
2-5

AGE:
5+

TIME:
20+

EVALUATION
move, memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no

Comments: 
Part of the Zicke Zacke 
games range * Enchanting 
drawings * Simple, nice 
mechanisms * Short rules

Compares to:
All Zicke Zacke games for 
topic, all memo games

Other editions:
Currently none



NEW ARRIVALS u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON NEWCOMERS

Data Pack for Android Netrunner for 2 players, ages 14+

Genesis Eine Sichere Zukunft / Future Proof is the sixth Data Pack 
for Android: Netrunner, featuring cards 101-1200, in the first 
expansion Cycle Genesis. Runner versus Corporation. Both have 
their own deck of cards and goals. The Corporation can spend 
three Clicks per turn for actions; to install server protection or to 
trace the runner. The Runner can spend four Clicks; for instance 
for a Run – a hacker attack on Corporation with different targets. 
The new cards balance the latest software upgrades, Runners 
get Ice Breakters, resources and events, Corporations focus on 
server upgrade and assets for open hostilities.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr pl  * In-game text: no

ANDROID NETRUNNER EINE SICHERE ZUKUNFT

Designers: Richard Garfield, Lukas Litzsinger
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Quiz game on geography for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Buxtehude - is it found west or east of Hamburg? Where is 
Kassel? More to the south or to the north? In your turn you draw 
the top card and place it in the grid, north-south or east-west, if 
necessary between cards already placed. Then another player 
can doubt and turn over the new card and one adjacent to it, the 
new card is checked only in relation to theis card. When num-
bers ascend in direction of the arrow, the card is correct - who-
ever was correct receives a chip from the other. In scorings all 
guess how many cards are wrong in the display. If you guessed 
correctly you earn two chips. In the end you win with most chips.
Version: de * Rules: cz de it nl ru * In-game text: no

AUSGERECHNET BUXTEHUDE

Designers: Bernhard Lach, Uwe Rapp
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Cards shedding game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

All play simultaneously and want to shed as many cards as pos-
sible, same color and sorted from 1 to 10. You are dealt 30 cards, 
shuffle them and split them: 10 cards to an open-faced Ligretto 
stacks three open cards in a row, and the rest in your hand, 
backside up. No all try to place suitable cards on the stacks in the 
middle, beginning with 1, always same color and value +1 one 
to the previous card, according to detailed rules for cards from 
your hand, your Ligretto or you row. When one Ligretto is empty, 
cards in the middle score 1 points, cards in a Ligretto -2 and 
cards in hand or row 0. Version featuring images from Disney 
Planes. Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

DISNEY PLANES LIGRETTO

 
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Logic puzzle for 1 players, ages 8+

A new kind of labyrinth with logic - Series 1 features eight differ-
ent labyrinths with different goals from easy to hard, paths are 
generated by folding the card.
Zauberei: Magician - mirror - frog; Bootsausflug: Mooring - safety 
belt - boat; Diebstahl; Thief - key ring- safe; Alien: Alien - satellite 
- Earth; Liebe: Beetle - flowers - beetle; Schatzsuche: Cave - entry 
- treasure; Flötentöne: Musician - notes; Weihnachten; Father 
Christmas - gift - house. Each card can be folded in two direc-
tions for creating new path by overlapping.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

FALTER

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F-Spiele

Supplement for Game of Thrones for 2-4 players, ages 13+

A Game of Thrones tells an epic story about a rough country with 
a dark legacy. You are the head of one of six noble houses in the 
Realms of the Seven Kingdoms of Westeros: Baratheon, Lannister, 
Stark, Targaryen, Greyjoy or Martell. You start with seven cards and 
a round comprises plot, draw, meeting, challenges, dominance, 
status and taxes. The first to accumulate 15 power points, wins 
the game. Gekreuzte Klingen/ A Clash of Arms is the 1st Cycle of 
Chapter Pack, with a total of 6 Chapter Packs, now in its first Ger-
man edition; Schlacht an der Rubinfurt / Battle of Ruby Ford is the 
fifth chapter pack featuring cards 81-100 in the cycle. 
Version: de * Rules: de en * in-game text: yes

GAME OF THRONES SCHLACHT AN DER RUBINFURT

Designers: Eric M. Lang, Christian T. Petersen, Nate French
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Card shedding game for 2 or more players, ages 4+

Classic card shedding game, predecessor of UNO, played with 
a standard 54 deck. You place number on number or color on 
color - some cards have special effects - for a seven you must 
draw 2 or 4 card, in case of a Jack you name another color that 
must be played, Ten switches direction of play and Ace causes 
the next player to pass his turn. The special effects are marked 
by symbols on the cards. Whoever is first to shed all his cards 
wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

MAU MAU

 
Publisher: ASS Spielkartenfabrik Altenburg

Story-telling version of Mau Mau for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Start and finish card are laid out, the starting card is face-up; 
the starting player tells one sentence to start the story. When 
the next player has card with the same image or the same 
color as the starting card or the previous card he continues the 
story with one sentence, the image on the card must always be 
mentioned in the sentence. If you have no suitable card, you 
draw a card. Tourist. Suitcase, Airplane, Signpost and Globe are 
special cards in analogy to Mau Mau. If you play any card, you 
must continue the story. If you place your last card, you reveal 
the finish card, finish the story and win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

RATZ FATZ WELTREISE MAU MAU

Designer: Hajo Bücken
Publisher: Haba 2013

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Magic unicors must be taken from Arcadia home to their stables. 
Whoever collects four unicorns of his color wins. You play 
according to familiar rules - to enter a unicorn on the track you 
need to roll a Six, after a six you can roll again. Otherwise, you 
move a unicorn clockwise, according to the dice result; when 
the move ends on a spot with another unicorn, this wone goes 
back to Arcadia. After one round you move your unicorn into the 
stable, surplus steps are disregarded. In a version you can use 
the backside of the board featuring special spots for switching 
univorns or taking a path across the middle of the board.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

STERNENSCHWEIF DAS MAGISCHE WETTRENNEN

 
Publisher: Kosmos

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your 
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round – 
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active 
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the 
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players 
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with 
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie 
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives 
those too. Themeset: Top Trumps Gregs Tagebuch
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

TOP TRUMPS GREGS TAGEBUCH

 
Publisher: Winning Moves 2013
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   HUGO KASTNER RECOMMENDS

 100 HIGHLIGHT AMONG GAMES
   AN OVERVIEW

„Anyone who takes games for shenanigans only
And takes work too serious
Has understood little about both“
Heinrich Heine

Dear reader! With this overview I would 
like to bring the series of essays on „100 
Highlights among Games“ to a prelimi-
nary close. If was a pleasure to suggest 
to highlights from the endless universe 
of games to you. I believe to have made a 
very selection from all game genres, albeit 
the selection being governed by personal 
preferences. Should you want to immer-
se yourself even deeper into the world of 
games and gameplay, do visit the many 
events of Stiftung Spielen in Österreich.

I would like to thank Dagmar and Ferdi-
nand de Cassan for entrusting the selec-
tion of highlights to me and me alone 
over all those eight years.

The TRIANGLE OF SUSPENSE in Games
Games thrive on the element on sus-
pense, of ambiguity, of surprise. Without 
those elements a game would be without 
allure, without them a game would not be 
liked and would probably not stand the 
test of time without those elements. But 
what introduces this ambiguity, the eter-
nal question of how proceeding will deve-
lop? What corner stones of ambiguity and 
suspense are to be found - in one guise 
or another - can be found in all gaming 
activities, even in those games that are 
characterized by pedagogical elements?

The deciding criteria seem to be those 
elements: First of all, the question for me-
chanisms that result in keeping up the 
suspense to the end of the game. In es-
sence, as Jörg Bewersdorff has mentioned 
in his excellent analysis of game theory, 
„Luck, Logic and Bluff“, three elements 
seem to characterize the dynamic of ne-
arly all games: (1) Competence (2) Gaps 
in Information (Info+) and (3) Chance. 
(Bewersdorff, Jörg: Glück, Logik und Bluff. 
Vieweg Verlag, Wiesbaden 2003.)

Let‘s take a closer look at those mecha-
nisms (causes of suspense) in detail.

1. Competence: When all players com-
mand definite options to act, exactly de-
termined by the rules, the course of the 

game is often decided by the depth of 
combinations alone. The more diverse 
and manifold the options are the more 
unmanageable will the consequences 
of any given move in the game be. The 
uncertainty in purely combinatorial 
games therefore results only from the so-
metimes astronomical depth of possible 
turn sequences. The demand on players 
in those games is cross-linked thinking. A 
classic example for them is Chess. If you 
are better in assessing and calculating 
possible branching and threats will, in the 
long run, always be the winner.
Suspense is introduced into in pure Logic 
games when players have nearly identical 
abilities, or when, as is the case in the Chi-
nese-Japanese Game of Go, you can play 
with handicaps.
Those elementary facts are not the only 
sources for suspense based on abilities in 
games, but are responsible for most cases 
of imponderability. Besides them there 
are other facts that play an important role 
in the competence part of the triangle: 
Dexterity and physical performance (for 
instance in Carabande), Memory (as in 
Memo Games), Knowledge (as in Anno 
Domini), Communication (as in Time‘s 
Up) and Vocabulary (as in Scrabble). Fur-
thermore you should not forget rules 
interpretations that push given borders 
(for instance the validity of certain words 
in Scrabble), where the element of „Am-
biguity“ or „Uncertainty“ becomes more 
than visible. However, in most cases those 
areas of competence are normally of little 
importance, contrary to to „Chance, Lo-
gic and Bluff“, if we use the Bewersdorff-
shortcut. 

2. Gaps in Information (Info±): In quali-
ty analysis of games this second element 
of ambiguity is often neglected. The term 
„gaps in information“ comprises that a 
player at a certain moment in the game 
holds information that clearly differs from 
information held by other players. A clas-
sic example, for instance, is Poker, where 
you must place bets with the sole infor-
mation on your own hand, or the simple 
Rock-Scissors-Paper game, where your 
own strategy depends totally on the de-
cision of your opponent, but where this 
decision remains unknown up to mo-
ment of action. The margin for bluffing 
will depend on the intensity of gaps in 
information and the other elements in the 

game. The assessment of an opponent‘s 
actions, the psychological component so 
to say, is also closely connected to players‘ 
personalities. The classic analysis of the 
„Prisoner‘s Dilemma“ by John von Neu-
mann offers intellectual approaches how 
game theory would cope with incom-
plete information or bluff. An individual 
player however, will, due to his personal 
readiness to take risks, sometimes choose 
completely unexpected strategies. In is 
interesting that this second corner stone 
of the Suspense Triangle establishes links 
to economy, to the military and to general 
processes of decision taking. This finding 
is confirmed with the awarding of the No-
bel Prize 2005 for Economics Sciences to 
two game theoreticians, American Tho-
mas Schelling and Robert Aumann from 
Israel for their work on conflicts and co-
operation in game theory.

3. Glück: One of the oldest instruments 
to govern the flow of a game or a game 
turn is the die. But also cards, Bingo dra-
wings and similar mechanisms are used 
as control elements. In its purest form 
chance exclusively dominates games of 
luck, as in the classic Roulette. As a player 
you must accept your fate, but hope to be 
able to force your luck. Mostly, however, 
it is a combination of player decisions 
and chance events which introduce the 
appeal of ambiguity in a game. Most inte-
restingly those events that are unpredic-
table in every single case do follow laws 
of equalization in long-term calculation, 
so that questions on games of luck may 
be taken for the birth of Probability Cal-
culation. As Alex Randolph said: „Dice are 
the Symbols of Unpredictability“.

As a quintessence of those considerati-
on one can make up a Triangle of Sus-
pense for each game that offers a clear 
view on the characteristic elements of 
ambiguity.  In the coded presentation 
the mechanisms are counted by begin-
ning at the corners, with a value of „9“ for 
those corners. In a pure game of luck as 
in Roulette therefore the K(Kompetenz 
= Competence)- and I(nfo+) values Zero, 
the G(Glück = Luck) value Nine. In the 
table below the ratio „Kompetenz-Info+-
Glück“ is represented by three groups of 
colored rings that always make up a total 
of nine rings - according to my personal 
assessment. Maybe this is a bit of help for 
my readers in their search for the „right“ 
game that „goes“ with the group assem-
bled for playing.

www.spielen.at
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)

For children + learn
For families

With friends
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Tactic

Strategy
Creativity

Knowledge
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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RECOMMENDATION (from #53 also in English) 

Competence - Info± - Chance

#1  Schotten-Totten (Knizia)    OOOOOOOOO
#2  Hive (Yianni)    OOOOOOOOO
#3  Rack-O (unbekannt)   OOOOOOOOO
#4  Can’t Stop (Sackson)   OOOOOOOOO
#5  Risiko (Lamorisse)   OOOOOOOOO
#6  Kreml (Hostettler)   OOOOOOOOO
#7  Acquire (Sackson)   OOOOOOOOO
#8 Dampfross (Watts)   OOOOOOOOO
#9 Go (unbekannt)    OOOOOOOOO
#10  Marracash (Dorra)   OOOOOOOOO
#11  Scotland Yard (Autorenteam)  OOOOOOOOO
#12  Tichu (Hostettler)   OOOOOOOOO
#13  Sagaland (Randolph/Matschoss)   OOOOOOOOO
#14  Café International (Hoffmann)  OOOOOOOOO
#15  Domino All Fives (unbekannt)  OOOOOOOOO
#16  Minister (Hoffmann)   OOOOOOOOO
#17 1000 Kilometer (Dujardin)   OOOOOOOOO
#18  Schach (unbekannt)   OOOOOOOOO
#19  El Grande (Kramer/Ulrich)      OOOOOOOOO
#20  Mah Jongg (unbekannt)   OOOOOOOOO
#21  Die Siedler von Catan (Teuber)   OOOOOOOOO
#22  Memoir ‘44 (Borg)   OOOOOOOOO
#23 Vinci (Keyaerts)   OOOOOOOOO
#24 Monopoly (Darrow)   OOOOOOOOO
#25  Nobody Is Perfect (Kaes)   OOOOOOOOO
#26  Backgammon (unbekannt)   OOOOOOOOO
#27  Scrabble (Butts)   OOOOOOOOO
#28  St. Petersburg (Tummelhofer)   OOOOOOOOO
#29  Bohnanza (Rosenberg)   OOOOOOOOO
#30  Pi mal Daumen (Rejchtman)  OOOOOOOOO
#31  Yinsh (Yianni)    OOOOOOOOO
#32  Mancala (unbekannt)   OOOOOOOOO
#33  Anno Domini (Hostettler)   OOOOOOOOO
#34 Magic (Garfield)	 	 	 OOOOOOOOO
#35 Die Macher (Schmiel)   OOOOOOOOO
#36  Trivial Pursuit (Abbott/Haney)  OOOOOOOOO
#37  Time’s Up (Sarrett)   OOOOOOOOO
#38  6 nimmt! (Kramer)   OOOOOOOOO
#39  Outburst (Hersch)   OOOOOOOOO
#40  Darts (unbekannt)   OOOOOOOOO
#41  Die Werwölfe v. Düsterwald (Pallières/Marly) OOOOOOOOO
#42  Tip-Kick (Mayer)   OOOOOOOOO
#43  Activity (Catty/Führer)   OOOOOOOOO
#44  Ricochet Robots (Randolph)  OOOOOOOOO
#45  Wallenstein (Henn)   OOOOOOOOO
#46  Wyatt Earp (Borg/Fitzgerald))  OOOOOOOOO
#47  Imperial (Gerdts)   OOOOOOOOO
#48  Bluff (Borg)    OOOOOOOOO
#49  Hosen runter (unbekannt)   OOOOOOOOO
#50  Um Reifenbreite (Bontenbal)  OOOOOOOOO

#51  Laska (Lasker)    OOOOOOOOO
#52  Zug um Zug (Moon)   OOOOOOOOO
#53  High Kings of Tara (Heasman)  OOOOOOOOO
#54  Troia (Fackler)    OOOOOOOOO
#55  Texas Hole ’em (unbekannt)  OOOOOOOOO
#56  Hase und Igel (Parlett)   OOOOOOOOO
#57  Mensch ärgere dich nicht (Schmidt)  OOOOOOOOO
#58  Carcassonne (Wrede)   OOOOOOOOO
#59  Twixt (Randolph)   OOOOOOOOO
#60  Medina (Dorra)    OOOOOOOOO
#61  Targui (Dijk/Dijkstra)   OOOOOOOOO
#62 Top Race (Kramer)   OOOOOOOOO
#63  Junta (Goldberg/Tsao/Grossman)  OOOOOOOOO
#64  Tarock (unbekannt)   OOOOOOOOO
#65  Maestro (Hoffmann)   OOOOOOOOO
#66  Funkenschlag (Friese)   OOOOOOOOO
#67  Zoff im Zoo (Matthäus/Nestel)  OOOOOOOOO
#68  Schwarze Katze (unbekannt)  OOOOOOOOO
#69  Quartett (unbekannt)   OOOOOOOOO
#70  Rummikub (Hertzano)   OOOOOOOOO
#71  Puerto Rico (Seyfarth)   OOOOOOOOO
#72  Dominion (Vaccarino)   OOOOOOOOO
#73  Agricola (Rosenberg)   OOOOOOOOO
#74  Hamburgum (Gerdts)   OOOOOOOOO
#75  Powerplay (Yianni)   OOOOOOOOO
#76  Die sieben Siegel (Dorra)   OOOOOOOOO
#77  Billabong (Solomon)   OOOOOOOOO
#78  Pandemie (Leacock)   OOOOOOOOO
#79  Mr. Jack (Cathala/Maublanc)  OOOOOOOOO 
#80  Orbit (Randolph)   OOOOOOOOO 
#81  Freya’s Folly (Bone)   OOOOOOOOO 
#82  Jenseits von Theben (Prinz)  OOOOOOOOO
#83  Die Gärten der Alhambra (Henn)  OOOOOOOOO
#84  Old Town (Riedel)   OOOOOOOOO
#85  Raja (Kramer/Kiesling)   OOOOOOOOO
#86  Reef Encounter (Breese)   OOOOOOOOO
#87  Caylus (Attia)    OOOOOOOOO
#88  Dicke Luft in der Gruft (Proena)   OOOOOOOOO
#89  I’m The Boss (Sackson)   OOOOOOOOO
#90  Bridge (Culbertson)   OOOOOOOOO
#91  Age of Steam (Wallace)   OOOOOOOOO
#92  Maka Bana (Haffner)   OOOOOOOOO
#93  Dixit (Roubira)    OOOOOOOOO
#94  La Città (Fenchel)   OOOOOOOOO
#95  Schnapsen (unbekannt)   OOOOOOOOO
#96  Stone Age (Brunnhofer)   OOOOOOOOO
#97  Tabu (Hersch)    OOOOOOOOO
#98  Kuhhandel (Koltze)   OOOOOOOOO
#99  Coloretto (Schacht)   OOOOOOOOO
#100 7 Wonders (Bauza)   OOOOOOOOO
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